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NANOMATERIALS  15 A particle is classified as nano if it has at least one dimension less than 100  16 nm [1].  Although some nanomaterials can be naturally created, large scale  17 manufacturing of nanomaterials began after Kroto et al. (1985) [2] discovered C60  18 fullerenes and Iijima (1991) [3] reported carbon nanotubes.  Over the last twenty  19 years nanotechnology has exploded as an industry.  In 2001 the United States  20 launched the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) to coordinate federal  21 research and development to keep the U.S. competitive in the growing field [4].  The  22 NNI states worldwide 2 million jobs by will be devoted directly to nanotechnology  23 research, development, and product manufacturing by 2015 and is currently a  24 billion dollar industry.  The Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies [5], a Woodrow  25 Wilson Scholars think tank, has a database that has over 1000 consumer products  26 on the market today that contain nanomaterials.  These products range from  27 medical products to everyday cosmetics.  Nanomaterials truly have been integrated  28 into everyday life.    29   30 
NANOMATERIAL MANUFACTURING  31 There are two approaches to manufacturing nanomaterials, top‐down or  32 bottom‐up approach [6].  The top‐down approach is manufacturing the  33 nanomaterials from the bulk material.  This involves mechanical methods such as  34 milling or photolithography.  The bottom‐up approach involves using chemical  35 reactions, nucleation, and growth processes to form more complex particles.  36 
  2 
  37 
NANOMATERIAL CLASSIFICATION  38 There are three main classes of manufactured nanomaterials: metal‐base,  39 dendrimers, and carbon‐based [7].  Metal‐based nanomaterials include gold, silver,  40 copper, metal oxides, and quantum dots.  Silver nanomaterials and metal oxides are  41 the most common nanomaterials because of their application in personal care  42 products and consumer goods [8‐9].  Silver’s natural antimicrobial ability has made  43 nanosilver a common chemical addition to many consumer goods including clothing,  44 washing machines, and children’s toys to prevent the growth of bacteria.  Titanium  45 dioxide and zinc oxide of long been used in sunscreens but are know for creating a  46 think white film on the skin.  When the nano‐sized forms are used the product is less  47 viscous and blends into the skin without the thick white film creating a more  48 marketable product [10].  A wide variety of uses have been found for gold  49 nanoparticles including cosmetics, conductive ink, and drug carriers for cancer  50 therapy [11].  Copper nanoparticles are often added to lubricant oil as an additive  51 because of their effective reduction in friction and ability to mend a warn surface  52 [12‐13].  53 Dendrimers are a unique class of nanomaterials.  They are synthetic  54 polymers with a multi‐functional core, branched units eminating from the core, and  55 external capping‐groups on the branched units [14].  The various classes of  56 dendrimers are glycodendrimers and peptide dendrimers.  Dendrimers have been  57 showing their potential in the medical field and bioengineering.  They have been  58 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designed for drug delivery systems [15], medical devices [16], cell and tissue  59 engineering [17], and biosensors [18, 19].  60 There are two varieties of carbon nanomaterials: fullerenes and carbon  61 nanotubes.  C60 was the fullerene discovered by Kroto et al. in 1985 [2].  C60 is a  62 spherical cage like structure made up of 60 sp2 bonded carbon atoms in pentagonal  63 and hexagonal rings [20].  C70 is similar but the 70 carbon atoms make a slightly  64 elongates sphere, much like a rugby ball.  The unique properties of fullerenes,  65 including electron conductance, strength‐to‐weight ratio, and chemical reactivity  66 have made them the object of an abundance of research.  They have been used in  67 many areas of research and added to many fullerene containing materials which  68 include chemical sensors, data storage devices, hydrogen storage devices, in  69 photovoltaic cells, in telecommunications, as catalysts, and added to polymers to  70 increase strength [21, 22].    71 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be visualized as sheets of graphene rolled into  72 a cylinder with sp2 hybridized bonds between carbon atoms [23, 24].  Depending on  73 direction the graphene sheet is rolled the final nanotube may have one of three  74 chiralities: zigzag structure, armchair structure, or chiral structure [23].  The  75 chirality of the nanotubes affects the overall characteristics the material will have;  76 nanotubes with different chiralities will have differences in optical activity,  77 mechanical strength, and electrical conductivity [23].  78 There exist three different types of carbon nanotubes, single‐walled  79 nanotubes (SWNTs), double‐walled nanotubes (DWNTs), and multi‐walled  80 nanotubes (MWNTs).  Single‐walled nanotubes are a single sheet of sp2‐bonded  81 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graphene rolled into a cylinder with ends capped with structures similar to the  82 curvature of a fullerene [23, 25].  Double‐walled nanotubes are two sheets of  83 increasing size rolled into concentric cylinders, and MWNTs are multiple carbon  84 tubes of increasing size placed concentrically within each other without end caps  85 [3].    86   87 
CARBON NANOMATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS  88 Carbon nanotubes small diameter (nanometer scale) and long length (micron  89 scale) give CNTs the unique characteristic of a large aspect ratio [26].  Their  90 structure also gives them high tensile strength, high electron conductance, chemical  91 reactivity and specific optical properties [23‐26].  The small diameter, high tensile  92 strength, and stiffness of CNTs make them attractive for composite materials  93 making the composite a stronger, but lighter material, and increasing the longevity  94 of the end product [27].  The chemical reactivity of CNTs is a direct result of the  95 curvature of the tube surface, which causes a mismatch of pi‐orbital bonds [28].   96 Therefore, there is a difference between the chemical reactivity of the sidewall and  97 end caps of CNTs [23].  Through this chemical reactivity covalent modifications can  98 easily be done to functionalize the surface of CNTs to achieve desired  99 characteristics.  Most functionalizations are done to alter the aqueous stability of the  100 CNTs or make them more compatible in composites.  Researchers have used  101 lysophospholipids [29, 30], copolymers [31, 32], and other organic molecules [33,  102 34] as functional groups on CNTs.  103 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Because of the differences in chirality, CNTs can either be metallic or semi‐ 104 conducting.  The differences in electron conductivity are due to the change in  105 molecular structure with chirality, and thus a difference in band gap [23, 35].   106 Therefore, CNTs are semiconducting when the chirality creates a smaller band gap.   107   108 
CARON NANOTUBE PRODUCTION  109 Kroto et al first briefly described the production of carbon nanomaterials in  110 1985 [2].  They found that vaporizing carbon with a focused pulsed laser in the  111 presence of high‐density helium gas could produce fullerenes.  The helium gas  112 allowed a flow rate that would carry the particles downstream to a time‐of‐flight  113 mass spectrometer for analysis.  This research stimulated intense interest and  114 exploration in the manufacture of carbon structures.  Using the carbon arc discharge  115 method, Iijima (1991) [3] reported the production of CNTs.  The arc discharge  116 method creates CNTs using two carbon rods placed end to end in “furnace” that is  117 filled with helium, or another inert gas, at low pressure.  A direct current between  118 50 to 100 A creates a high temperature between the carbon electrodes, thus  119 vaporizing one of the electrode’s surfaces and creating CNTs deposits on the  120 opposite electrode [36].  Although relatively simple to complete, this method does  121 produce a product that needs further purification to separate CNTs from the soot.   122 To achieve a more pure product and great efficiency other ways of CNT  123 manufacturing were developed, which have been outlined by Wilson et al 2002 [36]:  124   Dual Laser Method:  Samples are prepared by dual‐pulsed laser  125 vaporization of graphite rods. The second laser pulse vaporizes the carbon electrode  126 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more uniformly decreasing the amount of carbon soot produced. A 50:50 catalyst  127 mixture of Cobalt and Nickel are used at 1200 °C in flowing argon gas and an  128 additional heat treatment at 1000 °C in a vacuum removes any fullerenes produced.   129 The material produced is primarily SWNTs along a common axis with a diameter of  130 10‐20 nm and a length up to 100 µm.  One drawback is that the SWNTs are in tight  131 bundles mixed with amorphous carbon, soot, and residual catalyst metals making it  132 difficult for purification.  133   Chemical Vapor Deposition Method (CVD):  Large amounts of CNTs and  134 other carbon structures can be produced by varying the catalyst and gas used in this  135 method.  Using acetylene gas and cobalt and iron catalysts on silica or zeolite  136 substrates yields large quantities of MWNTs.  Or ethylene gas at 545 °C using a  137 nickel catalyst also produces MWNTs.  To remove possible catalyst impurities one  138 could produce MWNTs in ethylene gas at 900 °C without a catalyst metal.  High  139 yields of SWNTs maybe produced by the catalytic decomposition of H2/CH4 over  140 metal particles such as Cobalt, Nickel, and Iron on a magnesium oxide substrate at  141 1000 °C.  The CVD method has been used extensively over the past twenty years for  142 high yields of CNTs.  143   Ball Milling:  This method is the simplest method to mechanically make  144 CNTs.  Graphite powder is placed in a stainless steel container with four steel balls.   145 The container is purged and then filled with argon and milling takes place at  146 ambient temperatures for up to 150 hrs.  The mechanism of CNT growth is not  147 known, but is assumed that during the ball milling process nanotubes neclei are  148 formed.  After the ball milling the subsequent product is then annealed under an  149 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inert gas flow at 1400 °C for six hrs.  This annealing process is then thought to  150 activate nanotube growth.  151   Flame Synthesis: A hydrocarbon gas is burned to create the high  152 temperatures needed for CNT production and the remaining gas is the required  153 carbon source.  This form of synthesis can be scalable for high‐volume production as  154 it is energy efficient and a low cost process.  155   156 
CARBON NANOTUBE PRODUCTS  157 The ease of mass‐producing CNTs and their unique characteristics have  158 made them available for widespread application and this, in turn, will increase the  159 probability of CNTs entering the environment.  Despite environmental regulations  160 imposing industrial safeguards chemical contaminants from manufacturing process  161 are often deposited into the aquatic environment and it is foreseeable that CNTs will  162 as well.  This concern has lead many environmental researchers to explore the  163 possible toxic effects these particles may have on biota.  164   165 
CARBON NANOTUBE TOXICITY  166 
  INHALATION  167 Carbon nanotube’s small diameter and long length resembles asbestos’ fiber‐ 168 like structure.  Many researchers focused on the inhalation of these particles to  169 determine if they too caused damage to the lungs.  170 In 2004 Lam et al [37] determined the effects of three different types of CNT  171 products to mice 7 and 90 days post intratracheal instillation.  The three CNTs they  172 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used were SWNTs made by different methods and each containing different types or  173 amounts of residual catalyst metals.  They had raw (RT) and purified iron‐ 174 containing high‐pressure carbon monoxide produced (PNT) SWNTs from Rice  175 University and nickel‐containing electric‐arc product from CarboLex (CNT).  Serum  176 and carbon black served as a negative control and quartz served as a positive  177 control.  They dosed with 0.1 mg SWNTs per mouse of 0.5 mg SWNTs per mouse and  178 determined effects 7 and 90 days post intratracheal instillation.  They found that 5 if  179 the 9 mice in the 0.5 mg CNT treatment died 4‐7 days post exposure.  There were no  180 mortalities in any of the 0.1 mg and 0.5 mg RNT and PNT treatments.  The surviving  181 mice of the 0.5 mg CNT treatments at 7 days and 90 days post exposure all had large  182 aggregates of particles in macrophages in the alveolar space of the lungs.  Some of  183 these aggregates were also observed within the interstitium, which lead to  184 granuloma formation in the 0.5 mg CNT treated mice.  The 0.5 mg RNT and PNT  185 dosed mice showed granulomas located beneath the bronchial epithelium  186 throughout most of the lung.  These granulomas consisted of macrophages laden  187 with black particles but with little lymphocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, or other  188 inflammatory cells.  All of the 90 day 0.5 mg RNT, PNT, and CNT treated mice  189 showed extensive granulomas that contained particle filled macrophages with  190 necrosis, interstitial inflammation and peribronchial inflammation.  They concluded  191 that all three of the nanotube products, regardless of the type and amount of  192 residual catalyst metals present, caused dose‐dependent lung lesions characterized  193 by interstitial granulomas where as both negative controls (serum and carbon  194 black) and the positive control (quartz) failed to cause any dose dependent effects.   195 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Therefore the CNTs themselves have the potential to cause detrimental effects to the  196 lung, which should be considered a serious occupational health hazard to those  197 working in an environment where CNT dust is present.    198 Warheit et al (2004) [38] ran a similar study to determine whether SWNTs  199 cause toxicity to the lungs of rats compared to reference particles.    They used a  200 short‐term pulmonary bioassay using inratracheal instillation and lung  201 histopathology of 1 or 5 mg/kg of SWNTs, quartz, or carbonyl iron.  Animals were  202 assessed 24 hr, 1 week, 1 month and 3 months post exposure by bronchoalveolar  203 lavage.  Exposure to the 5 mg/kg of SWNTs caused mortality in 15% of rats within  204 24 hr postinstillation similar to results seen in Lam et al 2004 [37], but this was  205 contributed to the mechanical blockage of the airway and not due to inherent  206 pulmonary toxicity of SWNTs.  Exposure to several particle types produced short‐ 207 term pulmonary inflammatory responses (induction of neutrophils) post 24 hr  208 exposure, but only the quartz exposed animals in the 1 and 5 mg/kg treatments  209 sustained pulmonary inflammatory responses throughout the 3‐month period.   210 Histopathological evaluations of lung tissues from quartz exposed animals revealed  211 a dose‐dependent lung inflammatory response characterized by neurtophils and an  212 alveolar macrophage accumulation.  Furthermore, the lung tissue was thickened as a  213 prelude to fibrosis development.  Histopathological evaluations of lungs from SWNT  214 exposed rats were characterized by a non‐dose‐dependent series of granuloma  215 production.  This was first observed at 1‐week post exposure and by 1‐month post  216 exposure the production of granulomas had increased, although there was little to  217 no progression at 3 months post exposure.  They suggest the granulomar response  218 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represents an attempt to sequesture the CNT particulates and this was the reason  219 there was no further progression of granulomas past 1‐month post exposure.  They  220 noted an increase in tracheobronchial cell proliferation rates (measured as  221 percentage of immunostained cells taking up BrdU stain) in SWNT 5 mg/kg 24 hr  222 post exposure treatments and quartz 1 and 5 mg/kg 24 hr to 3 month post exposure  223 treatments but the increases were not statistically significant.  They recongnized  224 that the finding of granulomas in a non dose dependent manner, in the absence of  225 pulmonary biomarkers, does not follow the normal pathway of effects determined  226 by quartz, asbestos, and silicon carbide whiskers.  Thus they concluded that to  227 accurately assess the pulmonary effects of CNTs the material must be delivered via  228 an aerosol to better represent exposure scenarios.  229 The inconclusive data from previous inhalation studies prompted Muller et al  230 (2005) [39] to slightly modify the nanotubes before exposing them to rats.  They  231 received MWNTs from the Facultes universitaires Notre‐Dame de la Paix in Namur,  232 ground them in an oscillatory agate ball mill, and then sonicated them in a 1% tween  233 solution.  Previous studies by Lam et al (2004) [37] did minor shearing before  234 sonication in a 1% tween solution and Warheit et al (2004) [38] did neither before  235 placing SWNTs in 1% tween solution.  Muller et al solution prep represents an  236 attempt at creating a much more dispersed suspension.  This suspension, and a  237 suspension of unground MWNTs, was then injected directly into the lungs by  238 inratracheal instillation at 0.5, 2, or 5 mg MWNTs/animal with negative controls of  239 saline solution and carbon black and asbestos serving as a positive control.   240 Inflammatory response was determined at days 3 and 15 post exposure via several  241 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parameters in bronchoalveolar lavage.  Fibrotic development was determined  242 biochemically (soluble collagen and hydroxyproline) and histopathologically at 60  243 days post exposure.  Persistence of MWNT within the lungs was determined at 60  244 days post exposure to allow a direct comparison with fibrotic development.  They  245 determined persistence by measuring total cobalt concentrations at day 0, 28, and  246 60 post exposure.  Cobalt is a catalyst metal that remains tightly bound to CNTs, thus  247 they used it to determine the persistence of MWNTs in the lungs.  They determined  248 that MWNTs ground by ball milling were eliminated greater (36% recovered after  249 60 days) than MWNTs that had not undergone the milling process (81.2% recovered  250 after 60 days).  They concluded that this suggests MWNT persistence within the  251 lung is related to their length (ground MWNTs had shorter lengths).    252 Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL fluid) determined LDH activity, a  253 biomarker of cell toxicity, increased after the 2 mg/rat asbestos treatment, but not  254 in the carbon black treatments.  Both the ground and unground MWNT treatments  255 produced a dose dependent increase of LDH activity.  The protein concentration in  256 the BAL fluid, which represnts alveolo‐capillary permeability and alviolitis, was also  257 increased in the MWNT treatments.  Both MWNT treatments also induced the  258 production of neutrophils and eosinophils leading to the overall conclusions that  259 MWNTs induce an inflammatory response, which was slightly elevated in the  260 ground MWNT treatments.  Lung collagen production, measured by hydroxyproline  261 (OH‐proline) and soluble collagen 1 concentrations, determined the development of  262 fibrosis.  OH‐proline levels were significantly increased in a dose dependent manner  263 after the unground MWNT treatments, but only the 5 mg/rat ground MWNT  264 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treatment saw a significant increase.  The asbestos treatment saw increased OH‐ 265 proline levels while carbon black treatments did not.  Asbestos, unground MWNTs,  266 and ground MWNTs all had increased collagen 1 concentrations while no increase  267 was seen in carbon black treatments.  These measurements therefore indicate  268 MWNTs cause a fibrotic response in a dose dependent manner although the  269 response of the 5 mg/rat ground MWNTs treatments was equivalent to the 2 mg/rat  270 treatments.  The histopathological examinations of MWNT treated rats revealed the  271 production of collagen‐rich granulomas blocked or partially blocked the bronchial  272 lumen.  Much like in previous studies by Lam et al (2004) [37] and Warheit et al  273 (2004) [38] the granulomas were surrounding MWNT material and were formed of  274 macrophages, miltinulcear giant cells, and other inflammatory cells.  The histology  275 also showed that the ground MWNTs were better dispersed in the lung tissue.  They  276 concluded that MWNTs are not rapidly eliminated and may cause inflammatory and  277 fibrotic responses in lung tissues.  Furthermore, industrial applications of CNTs  278 include instances where the material may be ground prior to use.  Therefore their  279 examination of effects caused by ground MWNTs is relevant to determine real world  280 scenarios of exposure.  281 These inhalation studies, and others, demonstrated that CNTs pose a serious  282 risk to those that may be exposed to airborne particles.  Their results showed the  283 importance of needing industrial hygiene practices that would protect workers who  284 would come into contact with CNTs and as a result such programs have been  285 implemented to ensure worker safety.  But it also suggests that CNTs have the  286 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potential to cause other effects to biota if there is an environmental release.  In vitro  287 studies are often used to assess mechanisms of contaminant toxicity.  288     289   CYTOTOXICITY  290    To further explore possible effects of inhaled CNTs Jia et al (2005) [40]  291 exposed alveolar macrophages (AM) to SWNTs, MWNTs, and fullerenes.  To fully  292 determine effects to AM they measure the inhibition of mitochondrial  293 dehydrogenase activity, the phagocytic response to latex beads, and transmission  294 electron microscopy (TEM) examinations for visual observations of any structural  295 alterations post exposure.  Nanomaterial suspensions were made by mixing the  296 material in culture medium with a homogenizer, then sonication for 20 min.  SWNTs  297 and fullerens were dosed at 1.41, 2.82, 5.65, 11.30, 28.20, 56.50, 113.00, and 226.00  298 ug/cm2 and MWNTs were dosed at 1.41, 2.82, 5.65, 11.30, and 22.60 ug/cm2.  Quartz  299 served as a positive control in all experiments.  Cytotoxicity was determined using  300 the MTT reduction assay, which is based on mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity.   301 SWNTs and MWNTs caused a dose‐dependent cytotoxic response.  The lowest  302 SWNT dose, 1.41 ug/cm2, caused >20% inhibition of mitochondrial dehydrogenase  303 where as the highest MWNT dose, 22.6 ug/cm2, caused 14% inhibition.  The SWNT  304 and MWNT toxicity was greater than the toxic response from quartz.  The fullerene  305 C60 failed to cause any cytotoxic response.  The major function of AMs are to  306 phagocytize foreign particles in the lung, therefore phagocytic response to 2 um  307 latex beads can determine AM health.  Phagocytic response to the latex beads took  308 place 6 hrs post exposure.  SWNTs significantly impaired AM phagocytosis at 0.38  309 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ug/cm2, whereas the other nanoparticles impaired phagocytosis at 3.06 ug/cm2.  In  310 all doses SWNTs caused more AM to be nonphagocytic compared to MWNTs, C60,  311 and quartz.  Transmission electron microscopy images showed AM exposed to 0.76  312 ug/cm2 SWNTs caused condensed folds and the formation of plywood body.  The  313 3.06 ug/cm2 dose caused the swelling of the endoplasmic reticulum, vacuolar  314 changes, and the presence of phagosomes.  Alveolar macrophages exposed to 0.76  315 ug/cm2 had large phagosomes and in the 3.06 ug/cm2 treatments had nuclei  316 degeneration and enlargement and rarefaction of the nuclear matrix.  In both the  317 3.06 ug/cm2 SNWT and MWNT treatments chromatin condensation at the nuclear  318 envelop, condensed organelles, and the formation of surface protrusions were  319 visible, all likely to be caused by the apoptotic process.  All of these effects suggest  320 that carbon nanomaterials have the potential to have detrimental effects to AM and  321 that SWNTs may pose a greater risk to those exposed.  322 Dumortier et al (2006) [41] came to contradictory conclusions testing the  323 toxicity of functionalized SWNTs to immune cells isolated from mouse lymphoid  324 organs.  Pristine SNWTs were functionalized via the 1,3‐dipolar cycloaddion  325 reaction or via the oxidation/amidation methodology producing an ammonium  326 functionalized SWNTs and an oxidized SWNTs respectively.  The oxidized material  327 was further functionalized with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG).  Both the ammonium  328 functionalized and PEG functionalized material was further modified with  329 fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) to create fluorescent nanotubes for a cellular  330 uptake study.  Nanotube uptake was determined by exposing spleen cells to 1‐10  331 ug/mL of fluorescent SWNTs then examining them on a confocal microscope.  The  332 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24 hr 10 ug/mL PEG fluorescent SWNT exposed cells had the greatest uptake with  333 observed SWNTs in the cytoplasm but no the nucleus.  Differentially cellular uptake  334 was determined by isolation B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes, and macrophages from  335 the spleen, lymph nodes, and peritoneal cavity of mice.  The isolated cells were then  336 exposed for 24 hr to FITC‐labeled ammonium and PEG SWNTs at 10 ug/mL.  Both  337 types of FITC‐labeled SWNTs were found in the cytoplasm of all three cell types  338 suggesting that there is no differential uptake between immune cells.  Effects of cell  339 viability were determined by exposing B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes, and  340 macrophages to ammonium and PEG functionalized SWNTs.  They did not observe  341 any changes to cell viability in the three cell types after exposure to the two different  342 SWNTs up to 50 ug/mL for 48 hrs.  To determine effects to lymphocyte functionality  343 they determined their ability to proliferate post SWNT exposure.  Lymphocytes  344 were exposed up to 50 ug/mL and cell activation was assessed 65‐70 hrs later.   345 They saw no difference between either SWNT exposed treatments compared to  346 control when the cells were stimulated to proliferate.  Furthermore, ammonium  347 functionalized SWNT exposed macrophages were not significantly stimulated by the  348 presence of the material, but the PEG functionalized treatments did.  The  349 confounding conclusions between this study and Jia et al (2005) [40] demonstrated  350 how CNT surface chemistry might be the driving factor determining uptake and  351 cytotoxicity of CNTs.     352 To assess the potential cytotoxicity of CNTs on cells not associated with the  353 lungs or immune responses Raja et al (2007) [42] explored the impact of CNTs to rat  354 aortic smooth muscle cells.  They purified SWNTs produced by the high‐pressure  355 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carbon monoxide process through acid treatment.  They were then suspended in  356 reverse osmosis water via sonication.  The researchers did not want to sonicate the  357 SWNTs in the cell media as previous studies have done because it can alter the  358 integrity of the media by denaturing proteins.  Therefore, they used aliquots of the  359 stock concentration to dose the cells from 0.0 to 0.1 mg/mL SWNT and a  360 concentration of 0.1 mg/mL of activated carbon for a negative control.  It was  361 observed that ass soon as these solutions were added to the cells in their media both  362 the SWNTs and activated carbon aggregated and settled non‐uniformly on the cells.   363 The quick aggregation was due to the high ion content of the cell media.  Regardless  364 of the aggregation state the cells were exposed and cell growth monitored for 3.5  365 days.  There was a significant SWNT dose‐dependent decrease in cell growth by day  366 2.5 up to 0.05 mg/mL SWNT, however there was no significant difference between  367 SWNT concentrations of 0.05 and 0.1 mg/mL after 3.5 days.  Furthermore, cell  368 growth began to stagnate between 2.5 and 3.5 days resulting in cell number  369 reductions (compared to the control).  Concentrations 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 mg/mL  370 SWNTs had roughly 30.3%, 46.6%, and 53.3% reduction respectively compared to  371 control.  To determine the differences between aggregated and stable SWNTs they  372 filtered the spike media with 0.2 um filter to remove the aggregated SWNTs.  They  373 were left with a clear filtrate that resembled the control medium but assumed that  374 there were still stable SWNTs present (they filtered the control media as well to rule  375 out any effects from the filtrations process). There was a significant dose‐dependent  376 decreased in cell growth by day 2.5 for concentrations from 0.01 to 0.1 mg/mL  377 SWNTs in the filtered media.  The highest filtered concentration (0.1. mg/mL  378 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SWNTs) inhibited cell growth to the same degree as the unfiltered solutions.  To  379 confirm the presence of SWNTs in the filtered media they concentrated it roughly 15  380 fold.  A black precipitate was formed which they collected and washed several times  381 with RO and imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  The material  382 appeared to have numerous spherical particles with a diameter of 20‐60 nm and  383 bundles of SWNTs with diameters less than 5 nm.  The presence of SWNTs was  384 confirmed via Raman spectroscopy and they posited that the visible coating was  385 adsorbed protein from the serum, which aided particle stability.  The conclusions  386 from this study clearly demonstrated that SWNTs in an aggregated state and a  387 stable state both had adverse effects on cell growth.  Furthermore, when these  388 studies are compared to Jia et al (2005) [40] and Dumortier et al (2006) [41] it  389 becomes clear that surface chemistry may not only play a role in uptake but also  390 toxicity.  391 The SEM images from Raja et al (2007) [42] suggested that SWNTs may be  392 able adsorb proteins from the cell media and its been established that surface  393 chemistry plays a role in uptake and toxicity.  Davoren et al (2007) [43] evaluated  394 the toxicity of SWNTs on human A549 lung cells in serum containing and serum‐free  395 medium to elucidate the influence that protein adsorption has on cytotoxicity and  396 uptake.  The objectives of their study was to conduct a thorough examination of  397 SWNT cytotoxicity to A549 cells by determining effects to the metabolic, lysosomal,  398 and mitochondrial activities of the cells.  They determined SWNT uptake by  399 visualization using TEM.  They found that SWNTs have a very low acute toxicity on  400 A549 cells.  Cell metabolism, measured by the Alamar Blue assay, showed the most  401 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significant effects with a calculated 24 hr EC50 of 800 ug/mL in both the serum and  402 serum‐free media.  However this EC50 value was equal to the highest concentration  403 tested.  Furthermore, cell detachment assay (Coomassie blue assay) and  404 mitochondrial activity assay (MTT assay) calculated 24 hr EC50 values all exceeded  405 their highest tested concentration (800 ug/mL).  But these results of low acute  406 toxicity could be explained by the observation that the SWNTs were interacting with  407 the colorimetric and fluorescent dyes used in the assays.  The adsorbing properties  408 of the SWNTs caused adsorption of the dyes and thus interference with the  409 absorption spectra of the dyes resulting in possible false readings.  Although they  410 noted some structural changes to cell morphology, they couldn’t determine any  411 uptake of SWNTs in serum or serum‐free media using TEM.  This suggests that  412 protein absorption on SWNTs has no effect on cell uptake in A549 cells.  413 While there are many more in vitro toxicity tests in the literature, the four  414 discussed above help illustrate the difficulties in determining CNT cytotoxicity.   415 While the unique characteristics of CNTs have made them a marvel in many  416 different industries, it is these same unique characteristics that have made them a  417 challenge to determine their behavior and effects in in vitro toxicity tests.  These  418 unique characteristics also challenge researchers assessing the aquatic toxicity of  419 CNTs to biota.  420   AQUATIC TOXICITY  421     One such characteristic of SWNTs, durability, is the reason Ferguson et al  422 (2006) [44] assessed the life cycle chronic toxicity to Amphiascus tenuiremis  423 (estuarine meiobenthic copepod) over a 28 day period.  The 28 day period is  424 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characterized by three life stages of A. tenuiremis; a larval‐naupilar stage, a  425 copepodite stage, and an adult stage.  They included raw SWNTs produced by the  426 arc‐discharge method, purified fractions of the raw material, and low molecular‐ 427 weight nanocarbon byproducts in their testing regime.  The purified material was  428 made by oxidizing with nitric acid to remove metallic and carbonaceous impurities.   429 This suspension was then separated into three size fractions using electrophoretic  430 separation; a large size fraction representing 53 wt% of the SWNT suspension, an  431 intermediate fraction representing 37 wt% of the SWNT suspension, and a small  432 fraction that accounted for 10 wt% of the SWNT suspension.  There was dose  433 dependent mortality in the raw SWNT treatments with the highest mortality of 36  434 
±11% observed in the 10 mg/L treatment at the naupliar stage and cumulative life‐ 435 cycle.  The 10 mg/L SWNT treatment had reduced development success to 51% for  436 the nauplius to copepodite stage, 89% fore the copepodite to adult stage, and 34%  437 overall for the nauplius to adult period which was significantly different from  438 controls.  The mortality data for the purified material was much different.  There  439 was 13±2, 3±0, and 0±0% mortality in the naupliar, copepodite, and adult stage  440 respectively.  Furthermore, all life‐cycle mortalities were within 5% of controls and  441 no exposures showed any significant mortality.  There were also no significant  442 effects on development success for naupliar‐to‐copepodite, copepodite‐to‐adult, and  443 naupliar‐to‐adult life‐stages. The nauplius‐to‐adult stage had mortalities in the two  444 highest exposures but was only significant for the 10 mg/L treatment.  Average full  445 life‐cylce mortalities were 81±7% in the 10 mg/L treatment which was driven by  446 the copepodite stage specific mortalites.  There was also significantly reduced  447 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development success in the 0.97, 1.6, and 10 mg/L treatments.  The assessment of  448 the different SWNT products determined that the raw SWNTs did not cause chronic  449 toxicity in concentrations less than 1.6 mg/L.  The purified SWNTs (the highest  450 molecular fraction after electrophoretic separation) caused to chronic effects even  451 at the 10 mg/L treatment.  However, the lowest molecular weight fraction of the  452 purified SWNTs caused toxic responses similar to the raw SWNTs.  This suggests  453 that the lowest molecular weight fraction may be driving the toxic response in the  454 raw material.  Furthermore it suggests that particle size may be a contributing  455 factor in the aquatic toxicity of SWNTs.  456 One of the first common standard acute aquatic toxicity tests with CNTs was  457 done by Roberts et al (2007) [45] on Daphnia magna, a filter‐feeding crustacean  458 often used for regulatory environmental toxicity testing.  They surface coated the  459 particles with lysophophatidylcholine (LPC) by sonicating SWNTs in a 1:5 ratio  460 (SWNTs:LPC).  D magna were exposed for 96 hrs with daily renewals in  461 concentrations of 0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 mg/L SWNTs.  There was no mortality in  462 concentrations 0, 2.5, and 5 mg/L SWNTs but 20% and 100% mortality in  463 concentrations of 10 and 20 mg/L respectively.  During the toxicity tests it was  464 observed that a black precipitate would form at the bottom of the test chambers but  465 the precipitate was not visible in the LPC‐SWNT stock solutions.  They hypothesized  466 that the D. magna were ingesting the material and using the LPC coating as a food  467 source.  Once stripped of the LPC coating the SWNTs would be excreted and  468 precipitate out of solution because they lacked aqueous stability without the LPC  469 coating.  To test this hypothesis they carried out an experiment similar to the one  470 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described above with the addition of replicates without organisms.  Absorbance (at  471 360 nm) of test solutions were measured every 6 hr over a 48 hr period and  472 compared to a standard curve to determine LPC‐SWNT concentration.  They  473 determined that concentrations decreased by 50% of the original LPC‐SWNT  474 concentration when organisms are present and decrease 20% without organisms.   475 This research demonstrates that SWNTs functionalized to have aqueous stability  476 can cause acute toxic effects.  Furthermore, it suggests that the exposed organisms  477 have the potential to biomodify the SWNTs thereby changing the surface chemistry  478 and behavior in aquatic systems.  479 To further examine the relationship between CNT ingestion and elimination  480 by D. magna Petersen et al (2009) [46] assessed the bioaccumulation potential of  481 acid treated MWNTs.  Daphnia magna were exposed with 0, 0.04, 0.1, or 0.4 ug/mL  482 of SWNTs and in exposure volumes of 30, 100, or 200 mL.  Organisms were sample  483 after 1, 4, 10, 24, and 48 hr exposure.  Nanotube uptake was measured by  484 radioactivity after exposed organisms were dried, weighed, and mixed with Ultima  485 Gold cocktail.  They determined that MWNT uptake increases from 0 to 24 hrs, but  486 levels off from 24 to 48 hrs.  Furthermore, uptake increased as exposure solution  487 volume increased with 0.1 ug/mL MWNTs, after 24 hrs roughly 10 ug MWNTs/mg  488 daphnia drymass in 30 mL exposure volume compared to 45 ug MWNT/ mg  489 daphnia dry mass in 200 mL exposure volume.  When solution volume was held  490 constant at 200 mL, uptake increased with increasing concentrations of MWNTS.   491 After 24 hrs exposure to 0.04 ug/mL MWNTs uptake was just above 10 ug  492 MWNTs/mg dapnia dry mass and 0.4 ug/mL MWNT exposure approached 70 ug  493 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MWNTs/mg daphnia dry mass.  However, when this data is normalized by the  494 suspended nanotubes concentrations the 48 hr body burden data is not significantly  495 different between different exposure concentrations suggesting uptake is not driven  496 by exposure concentration.  Depuration of ingested MWNTs was determined in  497 variety of conditions, clean water and water with natural organic matter (as filtered  498 lake water).  Regardless of the conditions, there was no decrease in concentrations  499 of ingested MWNTs after 24 hr depuration period.  However, if the organisms were  500 allowed to depurate in the presence of food body burdens decreased 50‐85% during  501 the first few hours but were ultimately unable to completely clear their guts after 48  502 hrs.  These results demonstrate the potential of significant nanotube accumulation  503 with limited ability at depuration.  This suggests MWNTs may have a strong  504 interaction with D. magna gut that could be driving toxicity and uptake.  505 From other studies throughout the literature toxicity data suggests relatively  506 high concentrations are needed to elicit a toxic response to aquatic biota.  Kennedy  507 et al (2008) [47] tested the aquatic toxicity of several types of MWNTs.  They  508 determined that the 48 hr survival for Ceriodubia daphnia in 39.5 mg/L raw  509 MWNTs, 120.2 mg/L OH‐MWNTs, and 88.9 mg/L COOH‐MWNTs was 7 ± 12%, 80 ±  510 20%, and 100 ± 0%.  Even though the raw MWNTs caused a significant decline in  511 survival it occurred at a relatively high concentration, and even more surprising is  512 the survival in the two remaining functionalized MWNTs.  Kennedy et al (2009) [48]  513 repeated a similar study to further explore the relationship of MWNT toxicity and  514 surface chemistry.  They tested the 96 hr toxicity of raw MWNTs, OH‐MWNTs, C8‐ 515 MWNTs (functionalized with an alkyl groups), and NH2‐MWNTs (functionalized  516 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with amine groups) to C. dubia.  Results indicated greater toxicity with the C8‐ 517 MWNTs with 0% survival at 15 mg/L and the greatest toxicity with NH2‐MWNTs  518 with 0% survival at 2 mg/L.  The raw MWNTs and OH‐MWNTs were least toxic with  519 25% survival at 26 mg/L and 93% survival at 48 mg/L respectively.  This again  520 clearly indicates surface chemistry may be the driving force with CNT aquatic  521 toxicity. Yet, in another study Cheng et al (2007) [49] determined that raw SWNTs  522 caused no developmental effects to Zebrafish embryos up to a high concentration of  523 360 mg/L.  They determined that the chorion surrounding the embryo was an  524 effective barrier to the SWNTs and the little delay in development they did see was  525 contributed to catalyst metals present in the SWNTs.  This clearly shows a difference  526 in CNT toxicity among aquatic species used in standard toxicity testing.  527  The aforementioned aquatic toxicity tests demonstrate that it takes  528 considerable concentrations of suspended SWNTs or MWNTs to cause a toxic  529 response.  Their data also strongly suggest that particle size and surface chemistry  530 have a direct influence on toxicity to aquatic species.  However, lower  531 concentrations of suspended CNTs may have an effect on aquatic biota.  The small  532 diameter and long size of CNTs may enable them to absorb across cell membranes  533 or be taken up by phagocytic pathways leading to effects on the cellular or genetic  534 level.  535   536   CARBON NANOTUBE ABSORPTION ACROSS CELL MEMBRANES  537 Carbon nanotubes have been used in many biomedical applications, most  538 notably as drug delivery systems.  There small diameter and long length have made  539 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them an attractive platform for delivering “payloads” of drugs to targeted cells and  540 tissues.  Pantarotto et al (2004) [50] functionalized SWNTs with fluorescein  541 isothiocyanate or fluorescent peptide.  They imaged the material in the cytoplasm  542 and nucleus of 3T3 or 3T6 fibroblasts using confocal microscopy.  In similar work  543 Shi Kam et al (2005) [51] functionalized oxidized SWNTs with fluorescently labeled  544 proteins.  They were able to image the material within HL60 and Jurkat  545 nonadherent cells and HeLa and NIH‐3T3 adherent cells using confocal microscopy.   546 They suggest that uptake was via an endocytotic pathway because the internalized  547 SWNTs were located within endosomes.  In conflicting studies Pantarotto et al  548 (2004) [52] and Cai et al (2005) [53] suggest internalization is endocytosis  549 independent after imaging CNTs within cells in the presence of an endocytosis  550 inhibitor.  They suggest the mechanism of uptake is passive diffusion across the lipid  551 bilayer without perforating the cell membrane and causing cell death [54].  These  552 studies show the potential CNTs have as drug delivery systems.  They can be  553 functionalized with different proteins, internalized in cells, and able to deliver  554 drugs.  However, it also shows the potential for uptake when exposed in the  555 workplace, or if biota comes into contact with released CNTs.  556 Assuming that released CNTs could enter the body Wang et al (2004) [55]  557 and Singh et al (2006) [56] intravenously exposed mice to two different  558 functionalized SWNTs to determine body distribution.   They found that the SNWTs  559 passed through the kidneys and were cleared through the urine with little uptake.   560 Furthermore, Singh et al (2006) [56] determined that the functionalized SWNTs had  561 a half‐life in the body of just over 3.5 hrs.  In a contradictory study Shipper et al  562 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(2008) [57] determined that PEG‐SWNTs that were injected into mice were  563 sequestered in the liver and spleen and had a residence time of up to four months.     564     Imaging CNTs within cells has been successfully done with a variety of  565 techniques.  Confocal microscopy [50‐53], transmission electron microscopy  566 [58,59], and near‐infrared fluorescence mincroscopy [60] have all been used to  567 image the internalization of CNTs within cells.  However, in in vivo models  568 determining the absorption of CNTs has proven to be a challenge.  569 Roberts et al (2007) [29] analyzed LPC‐SWNT uptake in D. magna using  570 Micro‐Raman spectroscopy.  Raman spectroscopy can determine chemical  571 composition and molecular structure of samples using laser excitation.  Single‐wall  572 nanotubes have a characteristically large band, termed G‐band, upon laser  573 excitation.  The G‐band represents the graphite‐related vibrational modes of the  574 carbon bonds [61].  While this technique proved successful in determined LPC‐ 575 SWNT uptake in the gut, it lacked the resolution to determine if any of the material  576 was absorbed into the body tissues of exposed organisms.  577 In an aquatic toxicity study by Smith et al (2007) [62] juvenile rainbow trout  578 were exposed to SWNTs.  They determined respiratory toxicity, tissue pathologies,  579 and other physiological effects.  After 10 days of exposure fish were sacrificed and  580 tissues were taken for histology.  The intestinal tissues were examined and it was  581 found that at 0.1 mg/L SWNTs the epithelium within the intestines showed evidence  582 of erosion and at 0.5 mg/L SWNTs the intestinal villi were fused.  There were visual  583 precipitated SWNTs imbedded in the gut lumen, however it was not determined if  584 they were absorbed into the tissues using light microscopy.  585 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In one of the few toxicity studies using an amphibian model Mouchet et al  586 (2008) [63] exposed African clawed frogs (Xenopus laevis) to double walled  587 nanotubes (DWNTs).  Larvae were exposed for 12 days and surviving organisms  588 were sacrificed to determine uptake of DWNTs.  Using micro Raman spectroscopy  589 they were able to confirm that some of the black material within the gut contained  590 ingested DWNTs.  To further explore the ingested material they sectioned intestinal  591 tissues for TEM imaging.  Using high‐resolution transmission electron microscopy  592 they were able to show no differences in intestinal morphology between exposed  593 and control organisms, but they were able to find isolated DWNTs within the  594 intestinal lumen of DWNT exposed larvae.  595 In a nonaquatic toxicity study Leeuw et al (2007) [64] fed fruit fly larvae  596 (Drosophila melanogaster) SWNTs and determined biological fate.  After the larvae  597 emerged as adults the organisms were sacrificed and individual tissues were  598 removed and fixed for near‐infrared (NIR) fluorescence microscopy.  They found  599 high concentrations of SWNT fluorescence associated with the brain lobes.  Further  600 strong SWNT fluorescence was found in the gut and dorsal vessel.  All other tissues  601 had low SWNT fluorescence but they confirmed it was from single nanotubes  602 through two tests.  First it was determined that the intensity of each spot’s emission  603 was dependent on the polarization orientation of the excitation beam, which is  604 characteristic of SWNTs.  Second, the emission spectra of the individual spots had  605 strong peaks that are characteristic of semiconducting SNWTs.  In this case NIR  606 microscopy successfully identified SWNTs that had been ingested, absorbed across  607 the gut, and distributed throughout the organisms’ body.  608 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 PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF CARBON NANOTUBES  609 Nanomaterials have been show to cause other effects other than mortality  610 and decreases in development or growth.  Lovern et al (2007) [64] determined the  611 effects of C60, hydrogenated fullerenes (C60HxC70Hx), and titanium dioxide on the  612 important survival behaviors and heart rate of Daphnia magna.  The hydrogenated  613 fullerenes and C60 increased hopping frequency by 121 hops per minute and 113  614 hops per minute respectively.  Titanium dioxide had no effects compared to  615 controls.  The only changes to heart rate were caused by C60, increasing the average  616 rate by 43.6 beats per minute.  Appendage movement was increased by C60 and  617 hydrogenated fullerenes by 64.51 cycles per minute and 61.66 cycles per minute  618 respectively.  It generally took the exposed organisms 30 min to completely return  619 to the rates measured prior to nanomaterials exposure.  This clearly demonstrates  620 that nanomaterials can cause short‐term effects to D. magna that may have lasting  621 ecological implications.  622     Nanomaterials have been shown to cause other physiological effects as well.   623 Klaper et al (2009) [65] examined the effects of fullerene exposure and  624 functionalization on glutathione‐S‐transferase (GST) and catalase (CAT) induction in  625 
Daphnia magna.  These enzymes are commonly used biomarkers to determine an  626 organism’s physiological response to reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced by  627 contaminant exposure.  They tested C60 suspended by tetrahydrofuran (THF),  628 stirred C60, hydrogenated C60 (Hx‐C60), and hydroxilated C60 (OH‐C60). The highest  629 induction of GST was observed in the fullerene treatment that had been suspended  630 with 5 ppm THF, almost a three fold increase above controls.  GST levels were also  631 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increased in stirred C60 and OH‐C60 treatments at 100 and 500 ppm.  CAT was also  632 increased significantly from controls in some of the Hx‐C60 and OH‐C60 treatments  633 but it was not dose dependent.  These results indicate that fullerenes suspended in  634 different ways or with different functional groups can cause the production of ROS  635 and subsequent induction of ROS quenching enzymes in D. magna.  636 In aquatic toxicity studies it has been observed that the gut of exposed  637 organisms had been significantly impacted with ingested nanomaterials [29,46‐ 638 48,62,63].  This is especially the case for the filter feeding Daphnia species.  It has  639 been shown that when invertebrates are exposed to contaminants there are  640 physiological changes within the gut to reduce possible effects.  The peritrophic  641 membrane (PM) is a layer found in the gut of invertebrates made of proteins, chitin,  642 polysaccharides, and other nonliving material that surrounds ingested material [66].   643 Waterhouse (1954) [67] found that the DDT resistant Blow fly strain produced 9  644 times as much PM as the susceptible strain when exposed to the pesticide allowing  645 for faster elimination.  In fact the PM has been described as providing mechanical  646 protection to the midgut epithelium in many insect species [68].  Changes to PM  647 production and digestive enzymes have been found in Daphnia species exposed to  648 different environmental conditions.  Dudycha et al (in prep) [69] found differences  649 in the transcription of genes associated with digestion and other gut processes,  650 including two PM genes, when Daphni plucaria were exposed to different qualities  651 of food.  It is possible that Daphnia species may also have altered gene expression  652 associated with digestive enzymes and gut processes when their guts have been  653 impacted with carbon nanomaterials.  654 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CONCLUSIONS  655 It has been shown that nanomaterials can cause a variety of effects to many  656 different species.  We are only just beginning to understand the behavior these  657 unique materials exhibit in the environment and within biota. Carbon nanomaterials  658 are durable and resistant to degradation and have the potential to remain in the  659 environment for years if released.  More research is needed to further examine  660 sublethal, chronic, and physiological effects to organisms so we can better  661 determine the potential impact to ecosystems.    662 663 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ABSTRACT  935   Engineered carbon nanostructures, such as multi‐walled carbon nanotubes  936 (MWNTs), are inherently hydrophobic and are not readily stable in aqueous media.    937 However, the aqueous stability and bioavailability of these nanotubes may be  938 influenced by the water quality parameters such as ionic strength, pH and natural  939 organic matter (NOM).  NOM adsorbs onto the surface of MWNTs effectively  940 covering the hydrophobic surface and resulting in increased aqueous stability.  This  941 enhanced stability is likely to lead to an increased residence time in the water  942 column and increased exposure times for pelagic organisms.   943 In the present study NOM from three different river systems in the Southeast  944 US increased the stability of MWNT suspensions.  The effects of these suspensions  945 were evaluated using acute and chronic bioassays with Daphnia magna and  946 
Ceriodaphnia dubia. The 96 h LC50 for D. magna exposed to MWNTs suspended in  947 Suwannee River NOM was approximately 2.0 mg/L and was not significantly  948 influenced by NOM concentrations ranging from 1.79‐18.5 mg/L dissolved organic  949 carbon (DOC).  However, there were differences in 96 h LC50 values among  950 different sources of NOM (Suwannee, Black, and Edisto River).  Daphnid growth was  951 reduced in both D. magna and C. dubia while reproduction was reduced in C. dubia.   952 Characterization of the different NOM sources and MWNT suspensions was  953 conducted.  Visual inspection using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and  954 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gut elimination observations suggested that the toxicity was due to ingested  955 MWNTs clogging the gut tract of D. magna. The TEM micrographs indicated that  956 MWNTs can disaggregate within the gut tract but single MWNTs are unable to  957 absorb across the gut lumen.    958 
  959 
INTRODUCTION  960 Nanotechnology is a rapidly evolving field that potentially impacts every  961 sector of society.  Presently, there are over 800 commercially available products  962 containing some type of nanotechnology (www.nanotechproject.org) [1], and the  963 industry is expected to exceed $1 trillion annually by 2015[2]. Current and future  964 commercial uses include titanium nanoparticles for sunscreens and paints, silica  965 nanoparticles as solid lubricants, carbon nanotubes in automobile bumpers and  966 tennis racquets, and alumina nanoparticles in shampoos, detergents, and  967 antiperspirants [3].  968 Manufactured carbon nanomaterials include carbon dots, fullerenes,  969 nanowires, nanocoils, and nanotubes.  As potential uses continue to grow so will  970 production. During a press release in June 2009, CNANO, announced that its plant in  971 China was coming to full capacity production of 500 tons of multiwalled  972 nanotubes/yr (www.cnanotechnology.com). Despite industrial safeguards and  973 environmental regulations, chemical contaminants from manufacturing processes  974 are routinely deposited into aquatic ecosystems.  From biomedical to materials  975 science applications, increased production and use of these materials will result in  976 increased probability of nanoparticles entering the aquatic environment [4].    977 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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are pure carbon macromolecules formed from  978 sheets of carbon atoms covalently bonded to form a one‐dimensional hollow  979 cylindrical shape [5].  There are two classes of CNTs: single walled (SWNTs) and  980 multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs).  MWNTs are comprised of multiple SWNTs that  981 are concentrically placed within each other akin to a Russian doll close  982 configuration [6].   983 Engineered carbon nanoparticles are inherently hydrophobic and, as  984 produced, do not form stable suspensions in aquatic ecosystems.  However, recent  985 research has focused on surface modification of these particles to facilitate their use  986 in aqueous applications including biomedical imaging and drug delivery [7, 8].  By  987 increasing the polarity of the carbon nanoparticle surface, the likelihood of  988 agglomeration and aggregation is decreased.  For example, stable suspensions of  989 fullerenes are produced after surface‐modification with phenolic acids [9] and  990 SWNTs have been surface‐modified with lysophospholipids [10, 11], copolymers  991 [12, 13], and other organic molecules [14, 15] to obtain stable suspensions.    992 Furthermore, as is the case with many aquatic contaminants, the aqueous stability  993 and bioavailability of these compounds may be influenced by water chemistry  994 parameters such as ionic strength, pH and natural organic matter (NOM).  995 Engineered carbon nanotubes have been shown to result in inflammation,  996 fibrosis, and oxidative stress in in vivo and in vitro models [16].  Roberts et al. [10]  997 demonstrated dose‐related acute toxicity of surface modified SWNTs to D. magna.   998 Surface modified MWNTs were also shown to increase the bioavailability of Cu to D.  999 
magna [17].   1000 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D. magna were obtained from cultures maintained in EPA moderately hard  1021 reconstituted water (MHW) [26, 27] at the Institute of Environmental Toxicology,  1022 Clemson University (CU‐ENTOX) (Pendleton, SC, USA). Routine reference acute 1023 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toxicity tests have been performed with this culture to ensure consistent culture 1024 
sensitivity to sodium chloride. Results are available from CU-ENTOX through the 1025 
corresponding author.  C. dubia were obtained from an existing culture at the Institute  1026 of Applied Sciences, University of North Texas (Denton, TX, USA) maintained in  1027 MHW.    1028 
MWNTs  1029 MWNTs were synthesized at Clemson University using the thermal chemical  1030 vapor deposition method via the decomposition of a ferrocene‐xylene mixture [28].   1031 As produced MWNTs had an approximate diameter of 25 nm, length of  1032 approximately 50 µm, and an approximate purity of >95% (impurities are  1033 remaining catalyst metals and amorphous carbon).  MWNT suspensions were  1034 characterized as described below.  1035   1036 
NOM Sources  1037 This research used three different sources of NOM. Suwannee River NOM  1038 (SR‐NOM) was purchased from the International Humic Substances Society (St. Paul,  1039 MN, USA); this product was concentrated by reverse osmosis (RO) to a powder.  1040 NOM from two coastal South Carolina rivers, Black River (BR‐NOM) and Edisto  1041 River (ER‐NOM), were isolated by RO to produce a concentrate [29]. ER‐NOM and  1042 BR‐NOM solutions were made by diluting the RO concentrate with Milli‐Q water  1043 (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) then adding salts (MgSO4, CaSO4.2H2O, NaHCO3 and  1044 KCl; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) to reach the desired hardness and  1045 alkalinity.  SR‐NOM solutions were made by dissolving the dry material in MHW.  1046 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Each NOM solution was filtered with a 0.2 µm cellulose membrane filter prior to use.  1047 The organic carbon content of each NOM solution concentrations was determined  1048 by acidifying (pH 1‐2) a 30‐ml sample and analyzing it on a total organic carbon  1049 (TOC) analyzer‐V with corresponding autosampler automatic sample injector  1050 (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD, USA).  1051   1052 
MWNT Suspensions  1053 MWNTs were suspended in NOM solutions using the following procedure:  1054 (1) they were first weighed on waxed weigh paper and placed in a 100 ml glass  1055 centrifuge tube; (2) 25 mls of NOM solution were added to the centrifuge tube and  1056 the solution was sonicated with a Fisher model 300 sonicator with a 1/8” microtip  1057 (Fisher Pittsburgh, PA, USA) for 15 min with an output of 300 watts;  (3) twenty‐five  1058 ml aliquots of dilution water (containing NOM) were added and the solution  1059 sonicated for additional 15 min intervals after each addition until the solution  1060 reached a total volume of 100 ml with a cumulative sonication time of 1 h; (4)   1061 solutions were allowed to settle for approximately 24 h and the supernatant (stable  1062 suspension for testing) was removed with a glass pipette; and (5) sedimented  1063 MWNTs were quantified gravimetrically.  Final test concentrations of NOM‐MWNT  1064 were achieved by sonicating appropriate volumes of NOM‐MWNT supernatant stock  1065 solution in dilution water containing NOM.  The amount of sedimented MWNTs was  1066 determined gravimetrically using pre‐rinsed, oven‐dried, and weighed 0.2 µm  1067 cellulose membrane.  The solution remaining in the test tube after the stable MWNT  1068 suspension was removed, rinsed onto preweighed filter with Milli‐Q water, and  1069 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weighed.  This weight was subtracted from the initial weighed of MWNTs and  1070 divided by the volume of the stable stock solution to determine the initial stock  1071 concentration for bioassays.  Solutions were prepared fresh daily and the  1072 concentrations for test setup and each renewal were averaged to determine an  1073 average exposure concentration.  1074   1075 
Bioassays  1076 
D. magna acute 96 h static renewal bioassays were performed following US  1077 EPA methods [26, 27] with slight modification using a dilution series of MWNTs in  1078 NOM.  NOM solution (without MWNTs) and MHW were used as controls.  Fifteen ml  1079 of each treatment of control solution was added to 30 ml glass beaker test chambers  1080 and five < 24 h old organisms were placed in each test chamber.  Each bioassay had  1081 a total of 5 concentrations replicated 3 times.  Test solutions were renewed daily,  1082 survival monitored, and organisms fed 0.25 mls of a 4:3 algae/YTC mixture 2‐4 h  1083 prior to test solution renewal.  Growth of D. magna neonates was measured after 96  1084 h as dry weight on a Kahn electromicrobalance. The experimental design used  1085 nominal DOC concentrations of 15 mg/L for Black, Edisto, and Suwannee River NOM  1086 for the first set of tests, and nominal concentrations of 2, 5, 10, and 20 mg/L as DOC  1087 for Suwannee River NOM in the second series of tests.  1088 Gut elimination assays were conducted using 72 h old D. magna.  Organisms  1089 were exposed to MWNTs in SR‐NOM, BR‐NOM, and ER‐NOM solutions, prepared as  1090 described above, for 24 h.  After which time they were allowed to eliminate the  1091 MWNTs in NOM or MHW solutions in the presence or absence of food to determine  1092 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the effects of NOM and food on the elimination of the material from the gut tract.   1093 Organisms were imaged under a dissecting microscope at 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, and 28 h  1094 post exposure to determine time‐to‐gut‐elimination.  1095 
C. dubia acute and chronic bioassays were performed following standard US  1096 EPA procedures [26, 27].   The experimental design for the acute bioassays was  1097 similar to that described for D. magna with mortality as the endpoint.   C. dubia  1098 chronic toxicity was measured using reproduction and growth as endpoints. A single  1099 <24 h old neonate was placed in each test chamber containing 20 ml of test solution  1100 (MWNT‐NOM, NOM, or MHW; n = 5 replicates per treatment). Organisms were fed a  1101 mixture of algae‐YTC and test solution renewed daily.  Survival and reproduction  1102 were monitored over a seven‐day test period.  Growth was measured as dry weight  1103 on a Kahn electromicrobalance.  1104 In all bioassays, dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, and temperature were measured  1105 in each treatment after the renewal.  DO was measured using a Thermo Orion 4  1106 STAR meter with portable DO probe (Waltham, MA, USA).  Measurements of pH  1107 were conducted using a Thermo Orion pH probe connected to a multichannel  1108 pH/mV Thermo Orion model 710 A+ meter (Waltham, MA, USA).  All probes were  1109 calibrated before measurements were taken.  Temperature was taken with an  1110 alcohol thermometer.  Water hardness and alkalinity were measured in the MHW  1111 control and NOM solution control at test initiation.  Water hardness was measured  1112 by titration with 0.01 N ethylenediaminetetraacetate, and alkalinity was measured  1113 by titration with 0.02 N H2SO4.  1114   1115 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MWNT and NOM Characterization  1116   Hydrodynamic diameter of the MWNT‐NOM solutions were analyzed by  1117 dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a Zeta PALS zeta potential analyzer with a 90 Plus  1118 BI‐MAS multi‐angle particle sizing option (Brookhaven Instruments Corp.,  1119 Holtsville, NY, USA) using a refractive index of 1.12 [30].  DLS was conducted in  1120 various SR‐NOM concentrations and in BR‐NOM and ER‐NOM to determine the  1121 effect of NOM concentration and source on MWNT particle size.  1122   Zeta potential was calculated using a Malvern instruments Zeta Sizer  1123 (Worcestershire, U.K.)  Nano Series model ZS with a DTS1060C clear disposable zeta  1124 cell.  A refractive index of 1.12 and absorbtion coefficient of 39.92 was used to  1125 calculated surface charge [31].  1126 NOM composition was characterized by nuclear magnetic spectroscopy  1127 (NMR).  Samples of Edisto and Black River water were freeze dried on a VirTis  1128 freeze dryer model number 7.0 L DBT ES‐55 (Gardiner, NY, USA) to obtain solid  1129 NOM for analysis.  1130 NOM hydrophilicity was determined using the specific UV‐absorbance (SUVA)  1131 method described by Matilainen et al [32].  A  SUVA value is determined by:   1132 (Absorbance at 254 nm/DOC (mg/L))*100    1133 A SUVA value > 4 indicates mainly hydrophobic material while a SUVA value < 3  1134 indicates mainly hydrophilic material.  Absorbance was determined using a  1135 Shimadzu UV‐2501PC spectrophotometer.  1136 To determine structural composition of the NOM fluorescence was  1137 determined at 5 mg/L DOC for all NOM sources using a PTI Photon Technologies Inc  1138 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fluorescence spectrometer. A 1 cm cuvette path length was used with excitation and  1139 emission slits set at 2 and 4 nm respectively.  Excitation was determined from 200  1140 nm to 520 nm at 5 nm steps and emission was determined from 230 nm to 550 nm  1141 at 1 nm steps.  All solutions had a pH of 8.1 and were at ambient temperatures when  1142 analyzed.  Peak fluorescence and the ratio of emission intensities at 450 nm and 500  1143 nm was determined at excitation 370 nm to characterize the humic‐like or fulvic‐ 1144 like characteristics and to distinguish terrestrial versus autochthonous sources [33].   1145 Visual examination of raw MWNTs and postsonicated MWNTs were  1146 conducted and imaged on a Hitachi 4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with  1147 electron dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) at 5 kv.  Raw MWNTs were placed on a SEM  1148 stub covered in doubled backed carbon tape.  A drop of MWNT‐NOM and MWNT‐ 1149 MHW solution was placed on a SEM stub covered in double backed carbon tape and  1150 allowed to dry.  All SEM samples were sputter coated for 80 s with platinum prior to  1151 viewing on the microscope.  A sample of control SR‐NOM solution was dried on a  1152 SEM stub covered in double backed carbon tape and analyzed with MWNT‐MHW  1153 and MWNT SR‐NOM samples using EDS on the Hitachi 4800.  1154 Solution samples for IR spectroscopy (MWNT‐NOM and MWNT‐MHW) were  1155 dried in aluminum weigh boats for an approximate 3 mg solid sample.  The solid  1156 samples and approximately 3 mg of raw MWNTs were then mixed with 50 mg of  1157 KBr powder, which were then pressed into a 5 mm diameter pellet.  These samples  1158 were analyzed on a Bruker Fourier transform infrared spectrometer model IFS  1159 66v/s equipped with a deuterated triglycine sulfated detector (Billerica, MA, USA) to  1160 collect the infrared absorption spectrum in the range of 400‐4000 cm‐1.   1161 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D. magna exposed to MWNTs for 96 h were fixed in a 1.25% gluteraldehyde  1162 and 1% paraformaldehyde solution over night and, after dehydration, fixed in  1163 EMBED 812 Resin (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA).  After the resin  1164 dried for 72 h at 60° C the blocks were sectioned on an ultramicrotome.  Sections of  1165 the organism’s gut tract were placed on Formvar film 200 mesh copper TEM grids  1166 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA).  The sections were examined and  1167 imaged on a Hitachi 7600 TEM at 120 kv.  1168   1169 
Data Analysis  1170   All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software (SAS Institute Inc.  1171 Cary, NC).  Differences between treatments in growth data were determined using  1172 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey’s post‐hoc test (α = 0.05).   1173 Concentration‐growth data relationships were analyzed by regressing mean mass  1174 per replicate against log‐transformed MWNT concentration.  LC50 values for acute  1175 toxicity data were determined using a Trimmed Spearman Karber test.  Differences  1176 in LC50 values were determined using an F‐test followed by pair‐wise t‐tests run in  1177 Microsoft Excel as a Microsoft Visual Basic macro (α = 0.05).  1178     1179 
Results  1180 
Bioassays  1181 There was dose‐dependent mortality in D. magna exposed to MWNT  1182 suspended in NOM.  However, 96 h LC50 values did not vary as a function of SR‐  1183 NOM concentration as measured by DOC (Table 1).  However, 96 h LC50 values did  1184 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vary among NOM source with MWNT suspended in ER‐NOM being significantly less  1185 toxic  (Table 1; p < 0.05).  D. magna growth over 96 h was inversely related to  1186 MWNT concentrations (Fig. 1; r2 = 57%; p < 0.01).  1187 Results of the elimination bioassays suggested that gut tract elimination of  1188 MWNTs increased in the presence of food, but that the presence of NOM had no  1189 effect on time‐to‐elimination.  Those organisms that were exposed to MWNTs in SR‐ 1190 NOM and ER‐NOM had faster elimination times in the presence of food than those  1191 organisms exposed to MWNTs in BR‐NOM and allowed to eliminate in the presence  1192 of food (Table 2).  Interestingly, D. magna exposed to MWNTs in the presence of ER‐ 1193 NOM had shorter elimination times than those exposed in the presence of other  1194 NOM sources when elimination occurred in MHW in the absence of food.  1195   MWNTs were not lethal to C. dubia at the tested concentrations (0‐1 mg  1196 MWNT/L) during the 7 d exposure.  Mean survival was greater than 85% in all  1197 treatments.  Reproduction was significantly reduced at all MWNT concentrations by  1198 at least 20% (Fig. 2; p < 0.05).  Furthermore there was a decrease in growth after the  1199 7 d exposure (Fig. 3; p = 0.045).  1200   1201 
Nanoparticle Suspension Characterization  1202   MWNTs suspended in BR‐NOM had significantly smaller hydrodynamic  1203 diameters than those suspended in SR‐NOM while those suspended in ER‐NOM had  1204 significantly higher Hydrodynamic diameters (Table1).   However, within the same  1205 source (Suwannee River) the concentration of NOM did not influence particle size  1206 with the exception of the highest concentration of 18.8 mg/L that resulted in  1207 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significantly larger hydrodynamic diameters.  There was no trend in zeta potential  1208 with increasing concentration of SR‐NOM (Table 1).  Likewise, NOM source did not  1209 influence zeta potential of the MWNT suspensions.   1210 NMR spectroscopy analysis of the NOM sources indicated differences among  1211 the three sources (Table 3).  However, these differences did not explain the  1212 differences in the acute toxicity values observed among the NOM sources.  SUVA  1213 values were 4.9, 4.5, and 5.1 for Black River, Edisto River, and Suwanee River NOM  1214 respectively.  This indicates that all the NOM sources were mainly hydrophobic with  1215 the Suwanee River source being slightly more hydrophobic.  1216 Fluorescence maximum peak intensities with excitation of 320‐340 nm and  1217 emission of 410‐450 nm are characterized as fulvic‐like and maximum peak  1218 intensities with excitation of 370‐390 nm and emission of 460‐480 nm are humic‐ 1219 like [33]. BR‐NOM peak intensity (excitation 340, emission 385), ER‐NOM peak  1220 intensity (excitation 340, emission 380), and SR‐NOM peak intensity (excitation  1221 355, emission 400) suggest all sources are more fulvic‐like (Figure 4).  A ratio of  1222 emission intensities at 450 and 500 nm of 1.5 or lower indicates terrestrial NOM  1223 source while a ratio above 1.5 indicates autochthonous sources.  The ratio for BR‐ 1224 NOM, ER‐NOM and SR‐NOM was 1.67, 1.73, and 1.48 respectively.  This suggests  1225 that BR‐NOM and ER‐NOM are derived from autochthonous sources while SR‐NOM  1226 is derived from terrestrial sources.     1227   The SEM micrograph of raw bulk MWNTs showed a uniformed compact  1228 material (Fig. 5 A).  SEM micrographs of MWNTs sonicated in MHW and SR‐NOM  1229 solution showed MWNTs that were no longer in a bulk form and seem to have been  1230 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broken into shorter lengths from sonication (Fig. 5 B and C).  During SEM imaging  1231 EDS analysis of SR‐NOM samples and samples of MWNTs sonicated in SR‐NOM  1232 solution was conducted.  The elemental composition suggests that the material on  1233 the MWNTs as seen in figure 5 C is adsorbed SR‐NOM.  1234 IR spectroscopy was conducted on NOM samples and MWNT‐NOM  1235 complexes to determine changes in NOM functional group concentrations after  1236 adsorption.  While some functional groups in the NOM sources were identified (Fig.  1237 6), this method was not sensitive enough to determine concentration of those  1238 functional groups. Changes in peak height and width in IR spectra for MWNT‐NOM  1239 and NOM alone suggest qualitative changes in NOM functional group concentration  1240 after adsorption onto MWNTs.   1241   Fixed organisms from control and lowest MWNT treatments were sectioned  1242 for TEM analysis.  The purpose of imaging sections of the gut tracts of these  1243 organisms was to visually characterize the fate of the material once ingested by the  1244 organism. Control organisms had relatively clean gut tracts with algal cells (S.  1245 
capricornutum) embedded within the microvilli of the gut lumen (Fig. 7 A and B).   1246 Organisms exposed to MWNTs had individual tube bundles within the gut tract and  1247 up against the lumen microvilli, but not imbedded within the microvilli or up against  1248 the gut tract lumen (Fig. 7 C and D).    1249   1250 
Discussion  1251 MWNTs suspended in NOM were acutely toxic to D. magna and the average  1252 96 h LC50 value for all the tests with SR‐NOM was approximately 2 mg/L (Table 1).   1253 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There were mixed conclusions in the literature regarding MWNT toxicity.  Kennedy  1254 et al. [34] exposed C. dubia to MWNTs stabilized in 100 mg/L SR‐NOM.  The  1255 solutions were prepared either by magnetic stirring or sonication.  After a 96 h  1256 exposure of C. dubia to the MWNT‐NOM solutions they determine a difference in  1257 toxicity between the stirred and sonicated solutions.  The stirred MWNT solutions  1258 were more toxic (96 h LC50 17 mg/L MWNTs) than the sonicated MWNT solutions  1259 (96 h LC50 21 mg/L MWNTs).  However, this relationship was reversed when  1260 
Hyalella azteca was exposed to the prepared MWNT solutions.  Fractal analysis of  1261 MWNT TEM images suggested the differences in toxicity maybe due to the  1262 organisms’ response to enhanced surface roughness, exfoliation, and fragmentation  1263 in the sonicated MWNT‐NOM solutions.   1264 Olasagasti et al. [35] found that 16 mg/L of carboxyl‐functionalized MWNTs  1265 stabilized by Tween 20 (160 mg/L) caused 95% immobilization of D. magna after 48  1266 h. Although the Tween 20 did not contribute to any immobilization (tested as a  1267 carrier control) there was no determination on its effects to particle size, surface  1268 chemistry, or toxicity when combined with MWNTs.  They also found that exposure  1269 of 12 mg/L MWNTs stabilized by Tween 20 (160 mg/L) caused up to 45% mortality  1270 to Danio rerio embryos after 48 h.  However, Tween 20 control caused 20%  1271 mortality after 48 h as well.  1272 
  There was no difference in acute toxicity among MWNT suspensions in SR‐ 1273 NOM concentrations ranging from 2.0‐18.5 mg/L DOC.  This suggests that the  1274 MWNT surface became saturated with NOM at very low concentrations of DOC.   1275 Further, zeta potential did not change suggesting that the addition of more NOM in  1276 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the solution phase did not result in a change in surface charge.  There was a  1277 significant increase in hydrodynamic diameter at the highest NOM concentration  1278 suggesting that additional NOM adsorption onto the MWNTs took place in this  1279 treatment.  The toxicity results also were not influenced NOM concentration  1280 increases.  1281 The MWNT‐Edisto River NOM complex was less toxic than MWNT‐NOM  1282 complexes produced from the other two NOM sources.  Unfortunately, this  1283 difference in acute toxicity could not be explained from results of either the particle  1284 suspension characterization or the NOM characterization.  Hydrodynamic diameter  1285 of the MWNTs in ER‐NOM was significantly larger than the other treatments at  1286 approximately 15 mg/L DOC.  However, MWNTs suspended in 18.8 mg/L SR‐NOM  1287 had similar hydrodynamic diameters but did not have similar reductions in toxicity  1288 suggesting that this did not account for the toxicity differences among the NOM  1289 sources.    1290 Visual inspection using TEM suggested that the acute toxicity of MWNTs was  1291 a physical effect due to clogging of the daphnid gut tract suggesting interference  1292 with food processing.  This observation was reported by Roberts et al. [10] for D.  1293 
magna exposed to lysophospholipid coated SWNTs. The physical effects observed  1294 are also similar to those reported for D. magna exposed to colloidal clay [36].  While  1295 Robinson et al. [36] reported gut clearance times of approximately 30 min, D. magna  1296 required as long as 28 h to clear the ingested MWNTs in the present study.  These  1297 observations support the hypothesis that toxicity of ingested nanoparticles to  1298 daphnids may be a function of interfering with food processing by the daphnids.   1299 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This hypothesis is further supported by the observed differences in growth rates in  1300 MWNT exposed daphnids.  While no previous research has reported nanoparticle  1301 interference with food assimilation, Kennedy et al. [37] reported that the ingestion  1302 of algae was necessary for the elimination of MWNTs from C. dubia.  Results of the  1303 present study support this conclusion demonstrating that the presence of food  1304 decreases elimination time for D. magna exposed to MWNTs.  Gut tract elimination  1305 time is a critical parameter in the recovery of aquatic organisms from particle  1306 exposures [38].  Shorter particle residence times in the gut tract would suggest less  1307 interference with food assimilation.  In similar research using terrestrial organisms  1308 Petersen et al. [39] found that after a 24 h purging interval Eisenia foetida  1309 (Earthworms) still had carbon nanotubes (single walled and multiwalled) in their  1310 guts.  The present clearance data, while suggestive, are not definitive since it was  1311 only possible to do one replicate for each treatment.  Clearly, more research is  1312 needed to further quantify the influence of water quality characteristics, such as  1313 NOM, and the presence of food on the elimination of MWNTs and other particles  1314 from the gut tract of aquatic organisms.   1315 The present research had a similar D. magna acute bioassay design as Kim et  1316 al. [17] who explored acute toxicity and possible ROS effects caused by MWNTs  1317 stabilized in NOM.  The 96 h LC50 in the present study does not differ greatly from  1318 their data.  However, organisms exposed to 0.5 and 1.0 mg/L MWNTs in SR‐NOM  1319 solutions of 21 mg C/L showed no increase in ROS production compared to MHW  1320 and SR‐NOM controls.  Thus, the role between NOM, MWNTs, and ROS production  1321 causing toxic effects is still unclear.  1322 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TEM did not reveal MWNTs crossing the gut lumen. Images suggested that  1323 the microvilli of the gut kept the long strands of MWNTs from penetrating the gut  1324 lumen.  Some in vitro studies [40‐42] using MWNTs and an amphibian model [43]  1325 using double walled nanotubes suggested that carbon nanotubes crossed cell  1326 membranes.   But, Petersen et al. [38], using light microscopy, also found that  1327 MWNTs did not absorb into D. magna tissues.  1328 SEM images using EDS analysis confirmed the adsorption of NOM and  1329 visualized the effects of sonication on MWNTs.  The sonication energy had broken  1330 the MWNTs into shorter lengths but separated the material from a bulk product and  1331 aided NOM adsorption.  The affects of shorter lengths on toxicity in unknown, but all  1332 of our samples were sonicated in equal durations to produce comparable samples.  1333 The sample prep for SEM samples involved drying the sample in an oven.   1334 During this drying process the NOM and MWNTs most likely concentrated forming  1335 larger particles of MWNTs and possible crystallization of NOM, this ultimately  1336 created a scenario for the MWNTs and NOM that is not comparable to when they  1337 were in solution.  But, the SEM images did help visualize what happened to the  1338 material after sonication and the possible particle conformation.    1339 The MWNT‐NOM complex was characterized using SEM, DLS, and IR  1340 spectroscopy.  The SEM micrographs showed visible changes in the MWNTs  1341 suggesting a coating by the NOM.  EDS analysis further suggested that this coating  1342 was NOM.  While particle size from SEM microscopy is not reliable because of the  1343 inherent aggregation as the sample is dehydrated, DLS can give us a relative particle  1344 size between different NOM solutions.  However, DLS particle size is not the true  1345 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particle size.  It is the radius of a spherical particle that has an equal diffusion  1346 coefficient as the sample.  1347 Although all of our particle characterization methods were unable to  1348 determine the cause of the difference in toxicity between NOM sources, they were  1349 important in elucidating the relationship between MWNTs and NOM.  The NOM  1350 characterization methods were also unable to determine the cause of the difference  1351 in toxicity between NOM sources.  While SR‐NOM is a terrestrial born NOM,  1352 indicating more aromatic groups, and BR‐NOM and ER‐NOM are autochthonous  1353 born NOM all sources are fluvic‐like which does not indicate why MWNTs in ER‐ 1354 NOM are less toxic.   1355 Results of the present research suggest that stable NOM‐MWNT suspensions  1356 are more toxic than previously reported and that this toxicity might be related to  1357 clogging of the gut tract.  Further research is needed to quantify the relationship  1358 between gut tract residence time and toxicity.  In addition, these results underscore  1359 the need for stable, well‐characterized nanoparticle exposures in aquatic toxicity  1360 assessments in order to facilitate comparisons among other research.  Ultimately, to  1361 properly determine long term effects of these materials it will be important to asses  1362 the role that particle characteristics have on bioavailability, absorption, distribution,  1363 excretion, and toxicity [4].  1364   1365   1366   1367   1368 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FIGURES  1549 
  1550 Figure 1.  Daphnia magna growth (mg) following exposure to multiwalled  1551 nanotube‐natural organic matter particles (MWNT‐NOM) (NP; mg/L). Growth was  1552 inhibited at all exposure concentrations greater than 0.125 mg/L (p < 0.01; r2 =  1553 0.574).  1554   1555   1556   1557   1558   1559 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 1560 Figure 2.  Ceriodaphnia dubia reproduction (% Control) during exposure to MWNT‐ 1561 NOM (NP; mg/L). Significant decreases were observed in all concentrations >0.25  1562 mg/L.  Letters denote statistical groupings (p < 0.05).  1563   1564 
  1565 Figure 3.  C. dubia growth (mg) following a seven day exposure to MWNT‐NOM (NP;  1566 mg/L). A decrease in growth was observed (p = 0.045).  1567   1568   1569 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 1570 Figure 4.  Fluorescence excitation‐emission matrices; A) Black River NOM, B) Edisto  1571 River NOM, and C) Suwannee River NOM. BR‐NOM peak intensity (excitation 340,  1572 emission 385), ER‐NOM peak intensity (excitation 340, emission 380), and SR‐NOM  1573 peak intensity (excitation 355, emission 400) suggest all sources are more fulvic‐ 1574 like.  1575 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 1576 Figure 5.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of MWNTs A) bulk  1577 material B) sonicated in moderately hard water (MHW) and C) sonicated in  1578 Suwannee River‐NOM solutions (2 mg/L DOC).  1579   1580   1581   1582   1583 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 1584 Figure 6.  Infrared (IR) spectra of NOM sources with functional group peaks labled  1585 (the sample labled NOM is Suwannee River NOM) and IR spectra of NOM and NOM‐ 1586 MWNT complex.  Identified peaks were as follows: 750 ‐880 OH stretch of  1587 carboxylic groups; 1137‐1280 C‐O stretching of esters, ethers and phenols; 1390‐ 1588 1400 CH deformation (CH3); 1420‐1470 CH deformation (aliphatic); 1550 and 1640  1589 C=O (ketones and quinines); 2850‐2950 aliphatic C‐H, C‐H2, and C‐H3 stretching;  1590 3400 OH groups.  1591   1592 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 1593 Figure 7.  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of control D.  1594 
magna gut tract, algae and other food particles are present (A) and imbedded within  1595 microvili (B). The gut tract of MWNT exposed D. magna has been impacted with  1596 MWNTs, which have disaggregated (C), but the microvili appear to act as a barrier to  1597 prevent absorbtion across the gut lumen (D).   1598   1599   1600 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 1601  Nanoparticle Suspension    pH    Zeta Potential   Hydrodynamic Diameter   LC50 (mg/L)   95% CI (mg/L) MWNT in 18.8 mg/L DOC (SR‐NOM)  8.08  NA  706.4 ± 35.9*  2.48  2.00, 3.07 MWNT in 15.2 mg/L DOC (SR‐NOM)  8.23  ‐28.9 ± 3.7  629.7 ± 26.8  1.90  1.59, 2.28 MWNT in 10.4 mg/L DOC (SR‐NOM)  8.29  NA  655.7 ± 27.6  2.25  1.72, 2.95 MWNT in 5.1 mg/L DOC (SR‐NOM)  8.25  ‐21.1 ± 3.8  655.5 ± 27.6  2.06  1.66, 2.57 MWNT in 2.0 mg/L DOC (SR‐NOM)  7.86  ‐26.5 ± 4.6  NA  2.78  2.18, 3.55 MWNT in 15.1 mg/L DOC (ER‐NOM)  8.61  ‐32.8 ± 4.14  703.3 ± 19.1*  4.09*  3.41, 4.91 MWNT in 15.7 mg/L DOC (BR‐NOM)  8.14  ‐30.6 ± 5.04  528.0 ± 24.2*  1.91  1.40, 2.62 Table 1.  MWNT particle characterization and toxicity results, (*) means statistically  1602 significantly different values (p < 0.05).  1603   1604   1605   1606   1607   1608   1609   1610   1611   1612   1613   1614   1615 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Exposure Solution  Elimination Solution  Fed  Time to Elimination SR‐NOM  SR‐NOM  No  24 h SR‐NOM  SR‐NOM  Yes  2 h SR‐NOM  MHW  No  24 h SR‐NOM  MHW  Yes  4 h ER‐NOM  ER‐NOM  No  28 h ER‐NOM  ER‐NOM  Yes  2 h ER‐NOM  MHW  No  12 h ER‐NOM  MHW  Yes  2 h BR‐NOM  BR‐NOM  No  28 h BR‐NOM  BR‐NOM  Yes  4 h BR‐NOM  MHW  No  24 h BR‐NOM  MHW  Yes  4 h Table 2.  D. magna MWNT gut tract elimination data.  1616   1617   1618   1619   1620   1621   1622   1623   1624   1625   1626   1627   1628   1629   1630   1631 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ABSTRACT  1650 There are many naturally occurring colloids that exist in aquatic ecosystems that  1651 have the potential to adsorb to carbon nanomaterials and influence their aqueous  1652 stability consequently impacting their fate and bioavailability to aquatic organisms.  1653 Natural organic matter (NOM) is a complex heterogeneous molecule that is  1654 ubiquitous in all surface waters.  It varies in both molecular weight and chemical  1655 composition having both hydrophilic and lipophilic components. Proteins are  1656 another natural occurring colloid, with the major contribution in surface waters  1657 coming from wastewater treatment plant effluents.   1658 The objectives of this research were to determine the absorption of single‐ 1659 walled nanotubes (SWNTs) across the gut tract of Daphnia magna and to determine  1660 if absorption was influenced by SWNT surface functionalization. .  This project  1661 utilized several microscopic techniques including micro‐Raman spectroscopy, high‐ 1662 resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), and analytical TEM with  1663 electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and selective area diffraction (SAD). Four  1664 different functionalized SWNTs were used in this study; hydroxylated (OH‐SWNTs),  1665 silica dioxide (SiO2‐SWNTs), poly aminobenzenesulfonic acid (PABS‐SWNTs) and  1666 polyethylene glycol (PEG‐SWNTs).   1667  In the present study, Raman spectroscopy was able to detect OH‐SWNTs  1668 within the gut even after being suspended with NOM and in the presence of other  1669 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gut contents.  However, the technique is unable to work at the scale that is needed to  1670 investigate lower concentrations of SWNTs that maybe absorbing into body tissues.   1671 Therefore we sectioned OH‐SWNT, SiO2‐SWNT, PABS‐SWNT, and PEG‐SWNT  1672 exposed D. magna to image with TEM.  Although TEM produced images where there  1673 are several areas of interest within tissues suggesting absorption of SWNTs it  1674 became clear with the analytical TEM techniques (HRTEM, SAD, and EELS) that  1675 these areas are artifacts of staining or other organic structures. This is not meant to  1676 definitively indicate that no absorption occurred, but rather that we were unable to  1677 detect as much using analytical TEM.  As the field of nanotoxicology continues to  1678 advance it is imperative that we use the best and most advanced techniques to  1679 detect nanomaterials in biological matrices.  1680   1681 
Introduction  1682 Single–walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are an allotrope of carbon  1683 characterized by strong covalent bonding between carbon atoms, a high aspect  1684 ratio, high tensile strength, and high electron conductance [1,2].  These  1685 characteristics have made SWNTs useful for a variety of applications including  1686 electronics, computer, and aerospace industries [3].  As the demand for products  1687 containing nanomaterials increase and the scale of nanomaterial manufacturing  1688 grows, the likelihood of environmental release of manufactured nanomaterials will  1689 also increase [4].  Current calculations predict annual CNT production of over 20  1690 tones in the US [5].   Any environmental release of nanomaterials will ultimately  1691 result in entry into aquatic ecosystems.  There are many naturally occurring colloids  1692 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that exist in aquatic ecosystems that have the potential to adsorb to carbon  1693 nanomaterials and influence their aqueous stability consequently impacting their  1694 fate and bioavailability to aquatic organisms.  1695 Natural organic matter (NOM) is a complex heterogeneous molecule that is  1696 ubiquitous in all surface waters.  It varies in both molecular weight and chemical  1697 composition having both hydrophilic and lipophilic components [5].  Researchers  1698 have shown that NOM can adsorb onto the surface of carbon nanotubes and  1699 influence their aqueous stability [6‐10], and a few studies have also investigated  1700 interactions between CNTs and soils and peat  [10,11].  It has also been shown that  1701 water quality characteristics, such as pH and ionic strength, affect the stability of  1702 NOM nanomaterial suspensions [8] and different NOM sources may have an effect  1703 on stability and toxicity [5,12].   1704 Proteins are another natural occurring colloid, with the major contribution in  1705 surface waters coming from wastewater treatment plant effluents.  Raunkjaer et al  1706 [13] reported protein concentrations ranging from 34‐171 mg/L in influents into  1707 four different wastewater treatment plants in Denmark.  While protein  1708 concentrations of treated effluent may not be within this range for treatment plants,  1709 it is expected that proteins at elevated concentrations will be present in the effluent.   1710 Furthermore, researchers have shown that proteins have an affinity for  1711 nanomaterials and will bind to their surface creating a protein corona around the  1712 nanomaterial [14,15].  The relationship between nanomaterial and proteins has  1713 been modeled for fullerenes [16‐17], and Zhu et al. [18] determined that 1 mg of  1714 multi‐walled carbon nanotubes is capable of adsorbing 0.47 mg of serum proteins.  1715 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There has been a natural progression of increasingly more complex toxicity  1716 studies to determine the impact of  SWNTs.  In vitro studies have shown that SWNTs  1717 can cause a number of adverse effects in a variety of cells lines [19‐22].  Inhalation  1718 studies with mice have shown that SWNTs can cause inflammation responses and  1719 gross morphological abnormalities in lung tissues [23, 24].  Templeton et al. [25]  1720 found reduced survival for the estuarine meiobenthic crustacean copepod  1721 
Amphiascus tenuiremis in concentrations ranging from 0.97 mg/L to 10 mg/L  1722 SWNTs and reduced life stage development in the 10 mg/L treatments.  Smith et al.  1723 [26] saw an increased incidence of oedema and enlarged mucocytes in exposed  1724 rainbow trout gills, but a more recent study by Fraser and coworkers did not find  1725 toxic effects with fish fed SWNT‐spiked food at a concentration of 500 mg/kg food  1726 [27].  Moreover, high concentrations of SWNTs has generally not caused substantial  1727 toxic effects to sediment and soil organisms  [28‐32]. Biodistribution studies have  1728 been contradictory.  Singh et al (2006) [33] have shown that mice injected with  1729 radio labled diethylentriaminepetaactic functionalized SWNTs have a blood half‐life  1730 of just over 3.5 hrs and are eliminated via urine.  But, Shipper et al (2008) [34]  1731 concluded that pegylated SWNTs injected into mice are sequestered in the liver and  1732 spleen up to four months.  In studies with carbon nanotubes added to soils and  1733 sediments, evidence of passage of carbon nanotubes through the gut has been  1734 observed but evidence of bioaccumulation has not been found [28‐31, 35].   1735 However, these studies have not used advanced imaging techniques such as electron  1736 microscopy to investigate CNT uptake.   Furthermore, knowledge regarding the  1737 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absorption and accumulation of SWNTs in whole organism models exposed to lower  1738 concentrations in environmentally relevant conditions is lacking.  1739 The objectives of this research were to determine the absorption of SWNTs  1740 across the gut tract of Daphnia magna and to determine if absorption was  1741 influenced by SWNT surface functionalization.  This project utilized several  1742 microscopic techniques including micro‐Raman spectroscopy, high‐resolution  1743 transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), and analytical TEM with electron  1744 energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and selective area diffraction (SAD).  An underlying  1745 theme of this research was also to investigate the suitability of various  1746 characterization techniques for probing the biological uptake behavior of SWNTs.  1747   1748 
Materials and Methods  1749 
Organisms  1750 
Daphnia magna were obtained from cultures maintained at the Institute of  1751 Environmental Toxicology, Clemson University (Pendleton, South Carolina, USA).   1752 They were cultured in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) moderately  1753 hard reconstituted water (MHW) at 25°C with a 16:8 hr light:dark cycle [37,38].  1754   1755 
SWNTS  1756 Four different functionalized SWNTs were used in this study.  Hydroxylated  1757 SWNTs (OH‐SWNTs) were purchased from cheaptubes.com (Brattleboro, Vermont,  1758 USA). According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the SWNTs were 1nm ‐ 2 nm  1759 in diameter, 10µm ‐ 30 µm in length, >90% pure, and was functionalized 3.96% by  1760 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mass.  A sample of this material was then further functionalized by Dr.  1761 Mukhopadhyay’s laboratory at Wright State University (Dayton, Ohio, USA) with  1762 silica dioxide (SiO2‐SWNTs).  Two additional materials were purchased from Carbon  1763 Solutions, Inc (Riverside, California, USA), poly aminobenzenesulfonic acid (PABS‐ 1764 SWNTs) and polyethylene glycol (PEG‐SWNTs) functionalized SWNTs.  These  1765 materials were both certified by the manufacturer to be >90% pure but less  1766 information was provided regarding the length and diameter of these SWNTs.  1767   1768 
Natural Colloids  1769 The NOM source used during this study was Suwannee River NOM (SR‐NOM)  1770 that was purchased from the International Humic Substances Society; this product  1771 was concentrated by reverse osmosis to a powder.  Natural organic matter solutions  1772 were made by diluting SR‐NOM in MHW and then filtering it with a 0.2 um cellulose  1773 membrane filter prior to toxicity tests.  All tests and dilution water were used at  1774 concentrations of approximately 2.5 mg/L dissolved organic carbon (DOC).    1775 The protein source was Hyclone standard fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Logan, Utah,  1776 USA).  This product was used in solution form as is.  1777   1778 
SWNT Suspensions  1779 Single walled nanotubes were suspended in SR‐NOM solution using the  1780 following procedure: the material was first weighed on aluminum foil and placed in  1781 a 100 mL glass centrifuge tube 100 mL of SR‐NOM solution was then added to the  1782 centrifuge tube, and the solution was probe sonicated with a Branson digital sonifier  1783 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(Danbury, Connecticut, USA) for 20 min at 40% power.  This power output was  1784 calculated to be approximately 85.2 Watts using the method described by Taurozzi  1785 et al (2010) [36].  The solutions were allowed to settle for approximately 24 hrs  1786 before the supernatant was used for bioassays.  Concentrations of SWNTs in  1787 suspension were determined gravimetrically by weighing tubes remaining after  1788 withdrawal of the supernatant (see below).  1789 Hydroxylated single walled nanotubes were suspended with FBS using the  1790 following procedure: the material was first weighed on aluminum foil and placed in  1791 a glass centrifuge tube; 8 mL of FBS solution was added to the centrifuge tube, and  1792 the solution was bath sonicated (Fisher Scientific model FS30) for 10 min  1793 (approximately 100 watts).  The SWNT‐FBS solution was diluted to 100 mL with  1794 MHW and then probe sonicated for an additional 10 min.  The protein concentration  1795 for this solution was approximately 2.5 mg/L.  The solutions were allowed to settle  1796 for approximately 24 hrs before the supernatant was used for bioassays.  1797 The stable solution was decanted and concentrations were determined by  1798 weighing the remaining precipitate on a pre‐rinsed/dried 0.2 um cellulose  1799 membrane filter.  This weight was subtracted from the initial weight of SWNTs and  1800 divided by the volume of the stable stock solution to determine the initial stock  1801 concentration.  The stock solution was further diluted with NOM solution to achieve  1802 concentration of 1 mg/L SWNTs for bioassays.  1803   1804   1805   1806 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Particle Characterization  1807 All materials were imaged post sonication in NOM solutions used in  1808 exposures to determine particle size.  A drop of stock solution was allowed to dry on  1809 200 mesh copper grids Electron Microscopy Science, Hattield, Pennsylvania, USA).   1810 Images were taken on a Hitachi 7600 TEM at 120 kV.  Particle size was determined  1811 qualitatively through examining the imaged material.  1812 Stock solution electrophoretic mobility (EM) was determined using a  1813 Malvern Zetasizer (Malver Instruments, Worcestershire, UK).  Solution conductivity  1814 and pH were also recorded.  1815   1816 
Bioassays  1817 
Daphnia magna acute 96 hr static renewal bioassays were performed  1818 following U.S. EPA methods [37,38] but only using one concentration (1 mg/L) and  1819 3 replicates for each SWNT and an NOM control with 3 replicates.  Fifteen milliliters  1820 of SWNT solution or control solution was added to 30 mL glass beaker test  1821 chambers.  Five organisms, <24 hrs old, were placed in each test chamber.  Test  1822 solutions were renewed daily and fed 0.25 mL of a 4:3 algae:yeast/trout  1823 chow/cereal (YTC) mixture 2 h to 4 h before renewal.    1824   1825 
Raman spectroscopy samples  1826 After 96 hrs active D. magna were fixed in 4% gluteraldehyde solution  1827 overnight and, after dehydration steps with ethanol solutions, embedded in  1828 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Immunobed resin and sectioned on a microtome.  Lateral sections 8 um thick of the  1829 whole organism were placed on glass slides for Raman spectroscopy analysis.  1830   1831 
Transmission electron microscopy samples  1832 After 96 h active D. magna were fixed in 4% gluteraldehyde solution  1833 overnight and, after dehydration steps with ethanol solutions, embedded in LR  1834 White resin.  The samples were polymerized at 90 °C overnight then sectioned on an  1835 ultramicrotome.  Sections of the organism’s midgut were placed on 200 mesh  1836 copper grids that had alphabetical coordinates (Electron Microscopy Science,  1837 Hatfield, Pennsylvania, USA).    1838   1839 
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Selective Area  1840 
Diffraction (SAD), and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)  1841 Samples which low‐magnification TEM imaging suggested SWNT absorption  1842 within D. magna tissues were subjected to HR‐TEM, SAD, and EELS to confirm  1843 particle identity.  This data was acquired using an FEI Titan 80‐300 TEM/SEM  1844 operation at 300 kV that was equipped with a Gatan Tridiem 865 imaging energy‐ 1845 filter for EELS analysis.   HR‐TEM imaging of SWNTs was conducted using phase  1846 contrast due to the crystalline order they exhibit relative to the surrounding  1847 amorphous organic matrix.    1848 In addition, the crystallinity of SWNTs produces a distinct SAD pattern  1849 consisting of sharp spots corresponding to the Bragg diffraction peaks for graphene‐ 1850 based structures, whereas the amorphous organic matrix will produce diffuse rings  1851 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due to the lack of medium‐ and long‐range order.  This technique is unique to SWNT  1852 identification because it was first used by Iijima (1991) [2] to confirm the  1853 production of SWNTs from the carbon‐arc method used in fullerene production.    1854 Electron energy‐loss spectroscopy measures the energy distribution of electrons  1855 after they have interacted with a sample and have lost energy due to the inelastic  1856 scattering [39].  Single‐walled nanotubes give a distinct EELS spectrum, the fine  1857 structure of the carbon K‐edge of the EELS spectra potentially offers a third‐rout for  1858 the diagnostic determination of the presence of SWNTs, due to the presence of a  1859 significant amount of sp3 bonded carbon atoms relative to that found in amorphous,  1860 organic material.  1861   1862 
Results  1863 
Particle Characterization  1864 There were no significant difference between particle suspension EM, all  1865 solutions were approximately ‐1.5 µmcm/Vs.  There were also no significant  1866 differences in solution conductivity and pH.    1867   1868 





Raman Spectroscopy  1875 Samples of raw OH‐SWNTs were analyzed with Raman Spectroscopy to  1876 determine the material’s G and D band signal.  An OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna gut  1877 lateral section was then analyzed. The areas within this sample that had the same G  1878 and D band signal as the raw OH‐SWNTs were mapped out in the sectioned D.  1879 
magna (Figure 1).  The mapped section shows a strong G and D band within the gut  1880 and an absent signal within the tissues of the D. magna suggesting the gut is  1881 impacted with SWNTs, but the material is non‐detected within the other tissues.   1882 This method was repeated on another area of the section lower in the gut and with  1883 higher magnification.  The resulting G‐band signal is mapped out and shows a  1884 highlighted region of high OH‐SWNT concentration within the gut region but there  1885 is no signal outside of the gut region suggesting no SWNTs absorbed into other  1886 tissues.  1887   1888 
Transmission Electron Microscopy  1889 The TEM images of the post‐sonicated SWNTs suggest that the sonication  1890 creates a dispersed material without altering the structure of the SWNTs (Figure 3).   1891 Although sonication of the PABS and PEG SWNTs  in NOM (Figures 3 C and D  1892 respectively) resulted in dispersal into single SWNTs, sonication of OH and SiO2  1893 SWNTs in NOM (Figures 3 A and B) or OH SWNTs in FBS (Figure 3 E) resulted in  1894 nanotube bundles.  This more complete dispersion is likely due to the more  1895 hydrophilic PABS and PEG functional groups interacting more favorably with water  1896 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molecules.  However, it is possibly that aggregation could have occurred during the  1897 drying process to prepare the TEM grids.  1898 The cross sections of NOM dispersed OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna showed  1899 incidences of dark material associated within the gut, on the microvilli, and  1900 imbedded in the lumen (Figure 4).  While the size of the suspected absorbed OH‐ 1901 SWNTs is too large to be individual SWNTs it is consistent with that expected for  1902 larger aggregates of SWNTs (Figure 4 B and C).  Suspected absorbed material is  1903 again seen in cross sections of NOM dispersed PEG‐SWNT exposed D. magna (Figure  1904 5).  This material appears more fiber‐like and embedded well within the lumen  1905 (Figure 5 B and C compared to Figures 4 B and C).  Further evidence of SWNT  1906 absorption is seen in Figure 6.  A long tube shaped material with dimensions  1907 comparable to a SWNT bundle is embedded within the boundary layer between the  1908 microvilli and the lumen of NOM dispersed PABS‐SWNT exposed D. magna (Figure 6  1909 B).  None of this suspected SWNT absorption is present in NOM dispersed SiO2‐ 1910 SWNT exposed D. magna (Figure 7).  1911 The cross sections of FBS dispersed OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna shows  1912 similar incidences of dark material associated with the microvilli and imbedded  1913 within the lumen (Figure 8) compared to NOM dispersed OH‐SWNT exposed D.  1914 
magna (Figure 4).  Figure 8 B shows the material has a dark core with a lighter  1915 coating.  This could be OH‐SWNT aggregates which will appear black due to the high  1916 electron density and the lighter coating could be a protein corona around the  1917 aggregate.  1918 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To further examine this potential SWNT absorption cross sections of FBS  1919 dispersed OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna were examined on a Hitachi HD 2000  1920 transmission electron microscope in Z‐contrast mode (Figure 9).  This was done in  1921 scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode using a high angle  1922 annular dark‐field detector.  In this mode electron dense material appears white  1923 compared to the low electron dense tissues, which appear dark.  Long electron  1924 dense tube‐like material was found embedded within the lumen of these samples  1925 (Figure 9 B and C) with dimensions comparable to SWNT bundles.   1926   1927 
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Selective Area  1928 
Diffraction (SAD), and Electron Emission Loss Spectroscopy(EELS)  1929 The D. magna exposed to FBS‐coated OH‐SWNTs samples were further  1930 investigated to identify the dark and tube‐like material found within the tissues  1931 using TEM and TEM in Z‐contrast mode.  Surprisingly, we were unable to find  1932 SWNTs in the gut tracts or in the organism’s tissues of these samples.  In Figure 10 A  1933 and B, we observed apparent tubular structures, but when we viewed this area with  1934 a higher magnification (Figure 10 C), we did not observe SWNTs nor a diffraction  1935 pattern indicative of SWNTs.  For the FBS OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna stained  1936 samples (Figures 8 and 9) there were a large number of particles present.  Using  1937 electron dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) (Figure 10 D), we determined that the  1938 elemental composition of these particles was uranium and lead, which indicates that  1939 these particles were formed during the staining process.  1940 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We also searched for SWNTs in the gut tract of the daphnia treated with  1941 PABS‐SWNTs (Figure 11).  We were able to find SWNTs in numerous locations and  1942 clearly image the material at high magnification (Figure 11 F).  We confirmed these  1943 results using selected‐area diffraction (SAD) and electron energy‐loss spectroscopy  1944 (EELS) (Figure 12).  We also acquired an EELS spectrum and SAD from other areas  1945 in the gut tract nearby but without SWNTs and found a different signal for EELS and  1946 did not observe the appropriate SAD patterns (see figure 12 A).  We used electron  1947 diffraction to move around the tissues of the organisms to identify locations with  1948 SWNTs but were unable to observe any diffraction patterns indicative of SWNTs.   1949 We also investigated several locations that contained tubular structures at lower  1950 magnifications using high‐resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)  1951 but did not locate nanotubes based on the phase‐contrast exhibited by the HRTEM  1952 images or the features observed in the SAD patterns.    1953     Areas that suggested uptake of PEG‐SWNTs were also investigated (see  1954 Figure 13).  While there did appear to be SWNT uptake when the microscope was  1955 out of focus (see part A), this was less evident when the microscope was in focus  1956 (see part B).  When the magnification was substantially decreased, it was observed  1957 that the apparent SWNTs were actually amorphous carbon and did not have any fine  1958 structure indicative of SWNTs (see parts C and D).  This result indicates the  1959 importance of confirming apparent SWNTs using HRTEM and other imaging  1960 techniques when available.  1961   1962   1963 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Discussion  1964 Carbon nanotube cellular uptake has been observed in in vitro research [40‐ 1965 44] yet the exact mechanism of uptake is still under debate.  Pantarotto et al (2004)  1966 [41] found CNT labeled with a fluorescent tag were easily absorbed into the  1967 cytoplasm and nucleus of fibroblasts.  They determined the uptake of this type of  1968 CNT was passive and not endocytosis dependent when they incubated the cells in  1969 the presence of endocytosis inhibitors and still observed uptake using  1970 epifluorescence and confocal microscopy.  Shi Kam et al (2004, 2005) [40,44]  1971 suggested that CNTs functionalized with fluorescently tagged proteins streptavidin,  1972 bovine serum albumin, protein A, and cytochrome c were taken up via an  1973 endocytotic pathway because of their localization within endosomes in a variety of  1974 tested mammalian cells.  While it is clear that using simple in vitro models to  1975 determine the uptake of fluorescently tagged CNTs can be accomplished, it is not  1976 environmental relevant for aquatic species because those fluorescent tags may  1977 change the environmental behaviors of the CNTs.  1978 Roberts et al (2007) [45] characterized the behavior of lipid coated SWNTs  1979 during exposure to D. magna.  Using static renewal toxicity tests they were able to  1980 determine that the majority of the ingested SWNTs were being stripped of the lipid  1981 coating (hypothesized as a possible food source) before being excreted by the  1982 organism.  Using Raman spectroscopy and confocal fluorescent microscopy they  1983 were able to determine that the SWNTs had completely impacted the gut, but they  1984 were unable to determine absorption from the gut to other tissues.  1985 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Smith et al (2007) [26] determined physiological effects, organ pathologies,  1986 and biochemical end points to juvenile Rainbow trout exposed to SWNTs.  Histology  1987 on the intestinal tissues determined effects to the epithelial cells and precipitated  1988 SWNTs within the lumen.  Because the histology was done on a light microscope  1989 they could not determine if there was SWNT absorption across the lumen.    1990 Mouchet et al (2008) [46] conducted one of the few studies on an amphibious  1991 model, the African clawed frog Xenopus laevis.  They exposed larval X. laevis to  1992 double‐walled nanotubes (DWNTs) for 12 days to determine acute toxicity,  1993 genotoxicity endpoints, and uptake.  They used light microscopy, TEM, and Raman  1994 spectrometry to locate DWNTs within exposed larvae.  They observed dark masses  1995 within the intestinal tissues of exposed organisms using light microscopy and  1996 confirmed with Raman spectroscopy and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) that within  1997 the dark masses DWNTs are present.  Furthermore, with HRTEM they were able  1998 image what appeared to be DWNTs embedded within the lumen.  However, it is not  1999 clear in the Raman spectroscopy analysis or with the HRTEM images if the material  2000 has absorbed across cells membranes or if it is just embedded within the intestinal  2001 tissue.  2002 Edgington et al (2010) [6] determined the acute and chronic toxicity of  2003 MWNTs to D. magna.  To characterize MWNTs once they were ingested by D. magna  2004 they sectioned exposed organisms and imaged the midgut with TEM.  The material  2005 was clearly seen within the gut and up against the microvilli layer, but was not seen  2006 within the lumen or other tissues.  They hypothesized that because of the larger  2007 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diameter and length of the MWNT they were unable to absorb across the cellular  2008 membranes of the lumen.  2009 From the above studies it is clear that the more useful methods for probing  2010 the absorption behavior of SWNTs in an in vivo model are Raman spectroscopy and  2011 TEM.  In the present study, Raman spectroscopy was able to detect OH‐SWNTs  2012 within the gut even after being suspended with NOM and in the presence of other  2013 gut contents.  However, the technique is unable to work at the scale that is needed to  2014 investigate lower concentrations of SWNTs that maybe absorbing into body tissues.   2015 Therefore we sectioned OH‐SWNT, SiO2‐SWNT, PABS‐SWNT, and PEG‐SWNT  2016 exposed D. magna to image with TEM.  Although TEM produced images where there  2017 are several areas of interest within tissues suggesting absorption of SWNTs (Figures  2018 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9) it became clear with the analytical TEM techniques (HRTEM, SAD,  2019 and EELS) that these areas are artifacts of staining or other organic sturctures.   We  2020 were unable to find SWNTs in the tissues but were able to locate them in the gut  2021 tract for the PABS‐SWNTs using analytical TEM techniques.  This is not meant to  2022 definitively indicate that no absorption occurred, but rather that we were unable to  2023 detect as much using analytical TEM.  Also, the organisms could probably be dosed  2024 with larger SWNT concentrations because only a small amount of SWNTs were  2025 detected in the gut tracts.  A potential future step would be to embed SWNTs in the  2026 resin by itself, and investigate how the EELS signals might change and how much  2027 more challenging it would be to identify the SWNTs compared to SWNTs added  2028 directly to a grid.  Given the lengths of the SWNTs in the micrographs for the dried  2029 SWNTs (Figure 3), we were surprised at the small size of the SWNTs observed in the  2030 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gut tract.  There may have been substantial nanotube damage during the sonication  2031 process, but we expected the nanotubes to be much larger.  Also, the thin sections  2032 used in the TEM imaging typically ranged from 100‐200 nm (determined using  2033 EELS).  Given that the nanotubes observed in isolation were much longer than 200  2034 nm (Figure 3), it is possible that the sectioning may have removed some of the  2035 longer nanotubes via a pullout mechanism.  In other words, nanotubes not directly  2036 aligned in the place of section may have benn physically removed by the glass knife  2037 used to prepare the samples.  However, we did not consistently observe large  2038 numbers of tears in the thin sections that would likely have been present if a large  2039 number of embedded nanotubes had been removed.  In addition, the longest  2040 nanotubes are less likely to enter in to the daphnia tissues, so the sectioning  2041 approach is unlikely to have impacted our ultimate conclusions.    2042 The staining process created artifacts that were initially thought to be  2043 absorbed SWNTs because the lead citrate counter stain may precipitate in the  2044 presence of CO2 creating electron dense areas within samples.  During the staining  2045 process steps are taken to ensure that the lead citrate stain will not precipitate.  The  2046 staining is done in a covered container on a bed of NaOH beads, which are intended  2047 to absorb the CO2, and the stain is filtered prior to use.  However, when working at  2048 such a small scale it is difficult to determine even the slightest precipitation in the  2049 stain.  Figure 14 is an example of the artifacts of staining.  Figure 14 A is an image of  2050 FBS OH‐SWNT exposed organism that was not stained compared to the same  2051 organism in stained sections in figures 8 and 9.  Figure 14 B is an image of a control  2052 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organism where staining was used.  It becomes clear how the staining procedure can  2053 produce false positives during imaging.  2054 However, there may be an alternative conclusion to the observation of  2055 amorphous carbon absorbed in the lumen.  It has been demonstrated that SWNTs  2056 can be biodegraded with enzymes and fluids that mimics phagolysosome content  2057 [47‐50].  Star et al [47, 50] found that carboxylated SWNTs could be degraded in the  2058 presence of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and low concentrations of hydrogen  2059 peroxide.  After 10 days virtually all the SWNTs were degraded.  To further explore  2060 the biodegradation of CNTs Russier et al (2011) [51] assessed the degradation of  2061 both carboxylated SWNTs and MWNTs.  The CNTs were added to phagolysosomal  2062 simulant fluid (PSF) that mimics the environment within phagolysosomes where  2063 nanomaterials may be located after phagocytosis.  Hydrogen peroxide was added  2064 weekly to fully simulate oxidizing conditions within phagolysosomes.  An  2065 experiment using HRP and H2O2 was run in tandem to determine which conditions  2066 degraded CNTs more favorably.  Dynamic light scattering, TEM, and IR spectroscopy  2067 was used to determine CNT degradation.  After 30 days the carboxylated SWNTs  2068 were mostly degraded in the PSF and after 60 days both PSF and HRP environments  2069 degraded the SWNTs.  The carboxylated MWNTs were similarly degraded after 60  2070 days in both environments.  This research demonstrated the both SWNTs and  2071 MWNTs can be biodegraded.  While these studies have shown that it is possible for  2072 CNTs to be degraded in environments that mimic phagosomes, nutriphils, and  2073 macrophages it is still uncertain the extent that this degradation may occur in whole  2074 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organisms and if the amorphous carbon that was observed in this study was a direct  2075 result from the degradation of the SWNTs.  2076   2077 
Conclusions  2078 The present study was unable to definitively detect absorption of SWNTs  2079 across the gut tract of D. magna for the several different surface modified tubes  2080 tested.  However, we were able to determine what techniques might be useful in  2081 determining uptake in in vivo studies.  While TEM seems the most logical because of  2082 the size of the sturcutes involved, we have shown that sample preparation may  2083 cause false positives resulting in inaccurate conclusions.  Previous studies that have  2084 shown similar dark material in their sections may have in fact been reporting  2085 artifacts from the staining preparation that is standard protocol for producing  2086 quality TEM images, or other unidentified organic material.  We have shown it is not  2087 only necessary to use TEM but also additional analytical techniques, such as EELS or  2088 SAD, to confirm the presence of embedded nanotubes.  As the field of  2089 nanotoxicology continues to advance it is imperative that we use the best and most  2090 advanced techniques to detect nanomaterials in biological matrices.  2091   2092 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commercial 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or 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are identified in  2093 this 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in order to specify 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 2094 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by 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 2095 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Technology, nor does 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imply 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 2096 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for 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 2341 Figure 1.  The top image is the sample to be analyzed; the left hand side is the dorsal  2342 surface of the sectioned Daphnia magna the blue square is the area analyzed by  2343 Raman Spectroscopy.  The G‐band and D‐band signals are strong in the gut and  2344 absent at the edges indicating a high concentration of ingested OH‐SWNTs within  2345 the gut but no detectable signal in the tissues.  2346   2347 
  109 
  2348 
     2349 Figure 2.  The top image is area of the gut chosen for analysis and in the second  2350 image the area analyzed at higher magnification is highlighted in black.  The  2351 resulting G‐band signal is mapped out and shows a highlighted region of high OH‐ 2352 SWNT concentration within the gut of exposed D. magna, but there is no detectable  2353 signal within the tissues.  2354   2355   2356 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 2357 Figure 3. Transmission electron images of materials post sonication; A) OH‐SWNTs  2358 in natural organic matter, B) SiO2‐SWNTs in natural organic matter, C) PABS‐SWNTs  2359 in natural organic matter, D) PEG‐SWNTs in natural organic matter, and E) OH‐ 2360 SWNTs in FBS.  2361   2362   2363   2364 
  111 
  2365 Figure 4.  Transmission electron microscopy images of the cross section of NOM  2366 suspended OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  Image A shows the gut, microvilli, and  2367 lumen.  Image B and C show OH‐SWTNs in the gut (squares) and suspected material  2368 in associated with the microvilli and absorbed in the lumen (circles).  2369   2370   2371   2372   2373   2374   2375   2376   2377   2378   2379   2380 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 2381 Figure 5. Transmission electron microscopy images of the cross section of NOM  2382 suspended PEG‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  Image A shows the gut, microvilli, and  2383 lumen with PEG‐SWNTs in the gut (squares).  Image B and C shows suspected PEG‐ 2384 SWNTs absorbed in the lumen (circles).  2385   2386   2387   2388   2389   2390   2391   2392   2393   2394   2395 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 2396 Figure 6. Transmission electron microscopy images of the cross section of NOM  2397 suspended PABS‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  Image A shows the gut and lumen with  2398 PABS‐SWNTs in the gut (squares) and suspected PABS‐SWNTs absorbed into the  2399 lumen.  Image B shows suspected PABS‐SWNTs absorbed in the lumen (circle).  2400   2401 
  2402 Figure 7.  Transmission electron microscopy image of NOM suspended SiO2‐SWNTs  2403 exposed D. magna.  The image shows the material present in the gut (square) but  2404 not associated with the microvilli or absorbed in the lumen.  2405   2406   2407 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 2408 Figure 8. Transmission electron microscopy images of the cross section of FBS  2409 suspended OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  Image A shows the microvilli and lumen  2410 with suspected OH‐SWNTs associated with the tissues (circles).  Image B shows  2411 suspected OH‐SWNTs absorbed in the lumen and associated with the microvilli in  2412 more detail (circles).  2413   2414   2415   2416   2417   2418   2419   2420   2421   2422   2423   2424   2425   2426   2427   2428 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 2429 Figure 9.  Transmission electron microscopy images in z‐contrast mode of the cross  2430 section of FBS dispersed OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  Electron dense material  2431 appears white compared to the less electron dense tissues (circles).  In B and C long  2432 tube‐like material that appears electron dense is found within the lumen (circles).    2433   2434   2435   2436   2437   2438   2439   2440   2441 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 2442 Figure 10.  A and B are HRTEM images of tubular structures found within the gut  2443 tract of FBS OH‐SWNT exposed D. magna.  C is HRTEM image with SAD diffraction  2444 pattern confirming the absence of SWNTs.  D is the energy dispersion spectrum of  2445 stained FBS OH‐SWNT section confirming the dark areas are particles of stain not  2446 SWNTs.  2447   2448   2449   2450   2451   2452   2453 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 2454 Figure 11.  High‐resolution transmission electron micrographs of PBS‐SWNTs  2455 imaged in exposed D. magna sections ranging from 100 nm (A) to 10 nm (C).   2456 SWNTs can be seen in circled region of C.  2457 2458 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 2458 
  2459 Figure 12.  A is a representative selective area diffraction (SAD) pattern of areas  2460 absent of SWNTs and B is a representative SAD of SWNTs (A and B are at the same  2461 magnification, scale bar is 50 nm).  C and D are representative low‐loss and core‐ 2462 loss (respectively) electron emission loss spectra (EELS) of SWNTs.  You can  2463 observe the large peaks that are indicative of SWNTs EELS spectra.  2464   2465   2466   2467   2468 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a b 2469 
c d  2470 Figure 13. HRTEM investigation of apparent PEG‐SWNTs in Daphnia at lower  2471 magnifications with the camera out of focus (A) in focus (B) and at higher  2472 resolutions (C and D).  The inset of part D shows the selective area diffraction  2473 pattern indicative of amorphous carbon.  2474   2475   2476   2477   2478   2479   2480   2481   2482 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ABSTRACT  2489 The manufacture of nanomaterials has dramatically increased over the last  2490 decade.  Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have excellent thermal and electrical  2491 conductivity and a strength‐to‐weight ratio that is 460 time that of steel.  These  2492 characteristics, and others, have made them useful in a variety of applications from  2493 electronics to bike frames. There are two types of carbon nanotubes, single‐walled  2494 nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi‐walled nanotubes (MWNTs) and they are one of the  2495 most manufactured nanomaterials today.  Suspended CNTs have been shown to  2496 cause adverse effects such as reduced fertilization and molting in an estuarine  2497 copepod, respiratory toxicity in rainbow trout, reduced growth and mortality in  2498 
Daphnia magna and mortality in Xenopus laevis. It has been observed that the gut of  2499 organisms exposed to nanomaterials had been significantly packed with ingested  2500 material.  It is for seeable that normal digestive process will be adversely affected in  2501 these exposure scenarios.    2502 Cellular level effects can be used to extrapolate to apical endpoints on  2503 individuals.  A conceptual framework that links a molecular‐level effect with  2504 adverse effects that are used to determine risk assessment has been called an  2505 adverse outcome pathway (AOP).  The objectives of this study are to determine the  2506 differential expression of resource genes in Daphnia magna exposed to suspended  2507 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MWNTs and SWNTs to be used as an adverse outcome pathway to predict apical  2508 endpoint effects to growth and reproduction.   2509 The current study determined genetic markers that could be used to explain  2510 the changes to resource allocation that results in reduced growth and reproduction  2511 after CNT exposure and compare these to a starved treatment.  Effects to nutrition  2512 were examined using lipase and chymotrypsin genes.  Down stream effects of  2513 nutrition alteration would be an alteration in other gut process and a reduction in  2514 energy stores.  Peritrophic matrix protein 2 (PTM2) transcription determined  2515 effects to other gut processes and ATP/ADP translocase determined changes in  2516 energy cycling.  Reduction of growth was examined using neuroparsin and epoxide  2517 hydrolase.  Growth effects would cause changes to the molting cycle. The niemann‐ 2518 Pick type 2 (NPC2) and chitinase data were inconclusive due to high variability.  A  2519 conceptual AOP was developed using the transcription data.  Future research could  2520 elucidate better indicators to changes in growth and molting and also confirm that  2521 ingested CNTs cause a physical blockage by testing with other inert particles such as  2522 clay or polystyrene beads.    2523         2524 
INTRODUCTION  2525 The manufacture of nanomaterials has dramatically increased over the last  2526 decade.  Their small size gives them a large surface area and higher reactivity  2527 compared to the bulk form [1].   Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have excellent thermal  2528 and electrical conductivity and a strength‐to‐weight ratio that is 460 time that of  2529 steel [2].  For this reason they have been used in plastic composites, catalysts,  2530 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battery and fuel cell electrodes, components in electronics, aircraft, aerospace, and  2531 automotive industries [2].   There are two types of carbon nanotubes, single‐walled  2532 nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi‐walled nanotubes (MWNTs).  Single‐walled  2533 nanotubes are a single sheet of sp2‐bonded graphene rolled into a cylinder with  2534 ends capped with structures similar to the curvature of a fullerene [3].  Multi‐walled  2535 nanotubes are multiple carbon tubes of increasing size placed concentrically within  2536 each other without end caps [4].  Carbon nanotubes are one of the most  2537 manufactured nanomaterials with a current global annual production capacity for  2538 MWNTs estimated to be greater than 3,400 tons and expected to reach 9,400 tons  2539 by 2015 [5].  The high level of carbon nanotube production and use increases their  2540 likelihood of environmental release.  It is for this reason that in 2001 President  2541 Clinton signed a bill establishing the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) to  2542 coordinate government funding for U.S. research in nanotechnology [6].  2543 Since then in vitro studies have shown that CNTs can cause reduced growth,  2544 reactive oxygen species production, apoptosis induction, and cell death in a variety  2545 of cell lines [7‐10].  Inhalations studies with mice have shown CNTs can cause  2546 inflammation, epitheloid granuloma production, and peribronchial necrosis in lung  2547 tissues of exposed mice [11,12].  Furthermore, suspended CNTs have been shown to  2548 cause adverse effects such as reduced fertilization and molting in an estuarine  2549 copepod [13], respiratory toxicity in rainbow trout [14], reduced growth and  2550 mortality in Daphnia magna [15, 16] and mortality in Xenopus laevis [17].    2551 Aside from these apical end points, carbon Nanotubes have also been shown  2552 to cause physiological changes in aquatic organisms as well.  For example, Lovern et  2553 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al (2007) [18] determined that C60 and hydrogenated fullerenes (C60HxC70Hx)  2554 increased hopping, appendage movement, and heart rates in exposed organisms.   2555 These physiological changes would increase an organism’s stress and reduce their  2556 fitness and ability to avoid predation. Klaper et al (2009) [19] determined that GST  2557 levels were increased in D. magna exposed to stirred C60, C60 (suspended in  2558 tetrahydrofuran (THF‐C60)), and hydroxylated C60 (OH‐C60).  Catalase (CAT) was  2559 increased in hydrogenated C60 (Hx‐C60) and OH‐C60 treatments.  These results  2560 indicate that suspended carbon nanomaterials may cause physiological changes to  2561 exposed D. magna.    2562 It has been observed that the gut of organisms exposed to nanomaterials had  2563 been significantly packed with ingested material [14‐16, 18, 20‐22].  It is for seeable  2564 that normal digestive process will be adversely affected in these exposure scenarios.  2565 Dudycha et al (in prep) [23] has shown differences resource allocation gene  2566 transcription in Daphnia plucaria exposed to different qualities of food.  Organisms  2567 that were fed a lower quality diet had 10 of the 14 genes of interest down regulated  2568 while only 4 were upregulated compared to those organisms fed a higher quality  2569 food. We therefore hypothesized that Daphnia magna exposed to CNTs will have  2570 gene regulation similar to starved organisms because of blockage to the gut tract  2571 cause by ingested CNTs.  2572 Cellular level effects can be used to extrapolate to apical endpoints on  2573 individuals.  A conceptual framework that links a molecular‐level effect with  2574 adverse effects that are used to determine risk assessment has been called an  2575 adverse outcome pathway (AOP) [24].  The proposed AOP initiating event in CNT  2576 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exposed D. magna is the ingestion of CNTs that leads to an impacted gut that causes  2577 poor food assimilation.  This, in turn, may lead to poor nutrition, which causes  2578 effects to growth, molting, and eventually reproduction.  2579 The objectives of this study are to determine the differential expression of  2580 resource genes in Daphnia magna exposed to suspended MWNTs and SWNTs to be  2581 used as an adverse outcome pathway to predict apical end point effects to growth  2582 and reproduction.  2583   2584 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  2585 
Organisms  2586 
Daphnia magna were obtained from cultures maintained at the Institute of  2587 Environmental Toxicology, Clemson University (Pendleton, South Carolina, USA).   2588 They were cultured in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) moderately  2589 hard reconstituted water (MHW) at 25°C with a 16:8 hr light:dark cycle [25,26].  2590   2591 
Carbon Nanomaterials  2592 Multi‐walled nanotubes were synthesized at Clemson University using the  2593 chemical vapor deposition method via the decomposition of a ferrocene‐xylene  2594 mixture [27].  The MWNTs had an approximate diameter of 50 nm, length of  2595 approximately 50 um, and an purity of greater than 95%.  Hydroxylated SWNTs  2596 (OH‐SWNTs) were purchased from cheaptubes.com (Brattleboro, Vermont, USA).  2597 According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the SWNTs were 1nm ‐ 2 nm in  2598 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diameter, 10µm ‐ 30 µm in length, >90% pure, and was functionalized 3.96% by  2599 mass.  2600   2601 
Natural Organic Matter (NOM)  2602 The NOM source used during this study was Suwannee River NOM (SR‐NOM)  2603 that was purchased from the International Humic Substances Society; this product  2604 was concentrated by reverse osmosis to a powder.  Natural organic matter solutions  2605 were made by diluting SR‐NOM in MHW and then filtering it with a 0.2 µm cellulose  2606 membrane filter prior to toxicity tests.  All tests and dilution water were used at  2607 concentrations of 2.5 mg/L dissolved organic carbon (DOC).  2608   2609 
Carbon Nanotube Suspensions  2610 SWNTs and MWNTs were suspended in SR‐NOM solution using the following  2611 procedure: the material was first weighed on aluminum foil and placed in a 200 mL  2612 glass centrifuge tube 200 mL of SR‐NOM solution was then added to the centrifuge  2613 tube, and the solution was probe sonicated with a Branson digital sonifier (Danbury,  2614 Connecticut, USA) for 20 min at 40% power.  This power output was calculated to be  2615 approximately 85.2 Watts using the method described by Taurozzi et al (2010) [28].   2616 The solutions were allowed to settle for approximately 24 hrs before the  2617 supernatant was used for bioassays.  The stable solution was decanted and  2618 concentrations were determined by weighing the remaining precipitate on a pre‐ 2619 rinsed/dried 0.2 um cellulose membrane filter.  This weight was subtracted from  2620 the initial weight of SWNTs and divided by the volume of the stable stock solution to  2621 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determine the initial stock concentration.  The stock solution was further diluted  2622 with NOM solution to achieve concentrations of 2 mg/L and 0.5 mg/L MWNTs or  2623 SWNTs for bioassays.   2624 Zeta potential of suspend CNTs was analyzed using a disposable capillary cell  2625 with a Malvern Zetasizer (Malver Instruments, Worcestershire, UK).  Length and  2626 diameter of the CNTs in solution was determined using transmission electron  2627 microscorpy.  2628   2629 
Bioassays  2630 
Daphnia magna acute 48 h static renewal bioassays were performed with 3  2631 replicates for each MWNT, SWNT, and NOM control.  An additional NOM control,  2632 with 3 replicates, was not fed throughout the test to simulate starved conditions.   2633 Thirty organisms, 3‐4 d old, were placed in 250 mL glass beakers filled with 150 mL  2634 of CNT or control solution.  Test solutions were renewed daily and fed (except the  2635 “starved” control) 2 mL of a 4:3 algae:yeast/trout chow/cereal (YTC) mixture 4 h  2636 before renewal and organism sampling.   2637   2638 
Primers  2639   Primers were designed for 8 resource genes:  Peritrophic Matix Membrane 2  2640 (PTM2), Chymostrypsin (CHY1), ATP/ADP Translocase (ATP/ADP), Chitinase,  2641 Neuroparsin, Epoxide Hydrolase (Epoxide H.), Niemann‐Pick Type C2 (NPC2), and  2642 Lipase (Table 1).  Actin was used as a housekeeping gene to normalize the data  2643 (Table 1).  Peptide sequences of the genes were obtained from Dudycha et al (2011)  2644 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[23].  Using the Daphnia species genome on wFleaBase gene nucleotide sequences  2645 were determined from the peptide sequences using the BLAST tool.  The gene  2646 sequences were reentered into the BLAST tool to ensure the correct gene of interest  2647 was produced.  The gene sequence was entered in the PrimerQuest tool from  2648 Integrated DNA Technolgies website (www.idtdna.com) to create a primer.  Primers  2649 were entered into the BLAST tool from wFleabase to confirm the production of the  2650 desired gene.  PCR reactions were run using the designed primers and the presence  2651 of a gene was confirmed by gel electrophoresis.  The PCR product was purified using  2652 Qiagen’s QiaQuick PCR purification kit.   2653   2654 
Real­Time PCR Analysis  2655  After 48 h of exposure, D. magna were collected and RNA was extracted  2656 using TRI‐Reagent (Sigma).  cDNA was prepared using 2 µg total RNA incubated  2657 with 50 ng random hexamers, RNasin, 10mM dNTP mix, and 200U Moloney murine  2658 leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase at 37oC for 1 hour.  Standard curves  2659 
were made by running PCR reactions for each gene using 1X buffer, 0.2 µM dNTP  2660 mix, 0.2 µM of each primer, 1 U Taq polymerase and 100 ng of composite cDNA.  2661 Real‐time PCR reactions were performed using Bio‐Rad’s I‐Cycler (Hercules, CA)  2662 using RT2 SYBR Green/Fluorescein qPCR master mix (SABiosciences, Frederick,  2663 MD), and individual primers for the gene of interest.   All PCR reactions had a  2664 denaturing step of 95°C for 15 seconds, an annealing/extension step at 60oC for 1  2665 minute for a total of 40 cycles.  Melt curve analyses were performed each time to  2666 ensure single product formation.  Samples were run in triplicate, standard curve to  2667 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determine efficiency, and fold‐changes from the controls were analyzed following  2668 the Pfaffl method [29].   Statistical differences were determined using a t‐test  2669 (p<0.05) between individual treatment responses and the mean control response  2670 using SAS software (SAS Institute).  2671   2672 
RESULTS  2673 
Particle Characterization  2674 There was no difference in zeta potential of the MWNT and SWNT solutions  2675 (Table 2).  This suggests the surface charge of the CNTs are equivalent and there will  2676 be no difference in surface charge effects to gut epithelial cells.  However, TEM  2677 images determined that the MWNTs were of mixed lengths between 1 and 10 µm  2678 (due to shearing from the sonication process) while the SWNTs were more  2679 uniformed lengths (1 to 2 µm) (Table 2, Figure 1).  This suggests that any  2680 differences between the particles may be contributed to differences in size.  2681   2682 
Real Time PCR  2683   Lipase was significantly induced in the starved treatment compared to  2684 controls (Figure 2).  The 0.5 mg/L and 2 mg/L SWNT treatments were down  2685 regulated although not significantly, while the 2 mg/L MWNT treatment was  2686 significantly down regulated (Figure 2).  Chymotrypsin was significantly down  2687 regulated in both the starved and 2 mg/L MWNT treatment.  Peritrohpic matrix  2688 protein 2 (PTM2) was significantly down regulated in the 0.5 mg/L SWNT treatment  2689 and down regulated, but not significantly, in the starved, 2 mg/L MWNT, and 2 mg/L  2690 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SWNT treatments.  ATP/ADP translocase was significantly up regulated in the  2691 starved treatment while there was no difference from controls in the CNT  2692 treatments.  Neuroparsin was up regulated in the starved treatment, but  2693 significantly down regulated in the 2 mg/L MWNT treatment.  The starved, 2 mg/L  2694 MWNT, 0.5 mg/L and 2 mg/L SWNT treatments had down regulation of epoxide  2695 hydrolase, although it was not significant.  There was a lot of variability in the  2696 transcription of this gene in the 0.5 mg/L MWNT and SWNT treatments.  There was  2697 significant down regulation of niemann‐pick type 2 in the 2 mg/L MWNT, 0.5 mg/L  2698 and 2 mg/L SWNT treatments, while the starved treatment was down regulated it  2699 was not significant.  There was high variability in the transcription of chitinase in all  2700 treatments resulting in no significant changes.  2701   2702 
DISCUSSION  2703   Robinson et al (2010) [30] demonstrated that suspended clay reduced  2704 growth and reproduction in D. magna.  Light microscopy images revealed that the  2705 ingested clay impacted the gut tracts of exposed organisms disrupting normal food  2706 assimilation.  This resulted in changes to resource allocation causing a reduction in  2707 growth and reproduction.  Results of this research suggest that other inert particles  2708 that can cause similar gut tract blockage will have the same apical endpoint;  2709 reduced growth and reproduction.  Edgington et al (2010) [16] demonstrated  2710 similar effects to growth and reproduction after D. magna and Ceriodaphnia dubia  2711 were exposed to suspended MWNTs.  Conclusions from gut elimination experiments  2712 suggested that D. magna may have difficulty in eliminating ingested MWNTs from  2713 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the gut tract and transmission electron microscopy images suggest ingested MWNTs  2714 may interfere with normal gut process.  2715 The current study determined genetic markers that could be used to explain  2716 the changes to resource allocation that results in reduced growth and reproduction  2717 after CNT exposure.  Effects to nutrition were examined using lipase and  2718 chymotrypsin genes.  Lipase is responsible for lipid digestion while chymotrypsin is  2719 responsible for protein digestion.  Lipase was significantly induced in the starved  2720 treatment suggesting the organisms were relying on fat stores for energy.  In  2721 contrast, organisms exposed to CNTs showed down regulation of lipase (Figure 2),  2722 suggesting these organisms were not yet in a true starved state.  Chymotrypsin was  2723 significantly down regulated in the starved treatment implying that a starved  2724 organism would not have proteins for digestion and would rely on fat stores for  2725 energy (Figure 2).  D. magna exposed to 2 mg/L MWNT also had down regulated  2726 chymotrypsin suggesting a reduced need for protein digestion due to gut blockage  2727 by ingested CNTs (Figure 2).  These results suggest that protein metabolism may be  2728 down regulated quicker than lipid metabolism is up regulated.    2729 Down stream effects of nutrition alteration would be an alteration in other  2730 gut process and a reduction in energy stores.  Peritrophic matrix protein 2 (PTM2)  2731 is responsible for the formation of the protein and chitin layer that lines the gut of  2732 invertebrates that aids in digestion [31].  This gene was down regulated in the  2733 starved organisms as well as organisms exposed to CNTs (Figure 2).  This down  2734 regulation may be due to the lack of resources to allocate to the production of  2735 proteins and chitin.  Lack of resources also affects energy production.  Evidence of  2736 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changes to energy production can be seen in the transcription of ATP/ADP  2737 translocase.  This gene is responsible for transporting ADP into the mitochondria so  2738 it can be rephosphorylated and recycled to ATP [32].  The starved treatment had a  2739 significant induction of ATP/ADP translocase suggesting the starved organisms are  2740 relying on the recycling of ADP to ATP because of the lack of resources for the  2741 production of new ATP (Figure 2).  In contrast, CNT‐exposed organisms showed no  2742 changes to the transcription of ATP/ADP translocase suggesting these organisms  2743 were not yet in a true starved state (Figure 2).   This is consistent with the lipase  2744 data.   2745 Changes in nutrition and effects to energy production would be expected to  2746 result in reduced growth.  This was investigated using neuroparsin and epoxide  2747 hydrolase.  Neuroparsin is responsible for inhibiting the juvenile hormone (JH) that  2748 regulates the growth cycle while epoxide hydrolase is responsible for breaking  2749 down JH [23].  Neuroparsin was only slightly induced in the starved treatment while  2750 epoxide hydrolase was only slightly down regulated (Figure 2).  In contrast, CNT‐ 2751 exposed organisms down regulated neuroparsin and epoxide hydrolase (Figure 2).   2752 While this data is inconclusive it supports the lipase and ATP/ADP translocase data  2753 that the CNT exposed organisms were not yet in a starved state to see effects to the  2754 JH pathway. Further, these data also suggest that JH itself may be a better indicator  2755 of changes in growth.  2756 A reduction in growth would cause changes to the molting cycle.  Niemann‐ 2757 Pick type 2 (NPC2) regulates molt by controlling the production of the sterol  2758 substrate for molting hormones and chitinase is responsible for breaking down the  2759 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old exoskeleton prior to molting [23].  Both starved and CNT‐exposed organisms  2760 showed down regulation of NPC2 (Figure 2).  This suggests a halting or reduction of  2761 the molting process due to the lack of the sterol substrate for molting hormones.   2762 There were no significant changes in chitinase regulation for any treatment. (Figure  2763 2).  High variability in these data may be due to the organisms being in different  2764 stages of molt; future studies may require using organisms only a few hours apart in  2765 age to ensure they are in the same stages of molt potentially reducing variability.  2766 The implementation of AOPs relies on understanding how a toxicant  2767 interacts with target cells or specific receptor binding sites [33].  Wantanabe et al  2768 (2011) [34] developed an AOP for demoic acid, an amino acid produced by blue  2769 algae that can reach high concentrations during algal blooms.  The AOP is initiated  2770 when brain tissue concentrations of demoic acid are high enough to activate the  2771 glutamate receptor and from there it begins a cascade of effects that ultimately  2772 result in impacts to populations (Figure 3).  Perkins et al (2011) [35] similarly  2773 outlined an AOP using toxicity data from flutamide studies and demonstrated the  2774 apical endpoint effects of reduced reproduction in exposed fathead minnows begin  2775 with the competition of flutamide with testosterone and dihydrotestosterone  2776 binding to the androgen receptor.  Kramer et al (2011) [35] used established  2777 mechanistic toxicity data to develop AOPs for contaminants responsible for the  2778 inhibition of vitellogenesis, activation of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor, inhibition of  2779 acetylcholinesterase, inhibition of calcium‐adenosin triphsophatase, and the  2780 initiation of the retinoi‐X‐receptor.  2781 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In the current study we attempted to reverse engineer an AOP. (Figure 4).  2782 The AOP begins with (1) a healthy organism that consumes (2) suspended CNTs that  2783 results in (3) and impacted gut tract.  This results in (4) decreased food assimilation  2784 from the physical blockage in the gut preventing food from being processed and  2785 assimilated.  This, in turn, leads to (5 A‐D) poor nutrition (lipase and  2786 chymostrypsin), energy reduction (observed with PTM2 and ATP/ADP translocase  2787 data), decreased growth [16] (neuroparsin and epoxide hydrolase transcription),  2788 and reduced molting (NPC2 and chitinase transcription).  The resulting organismal  2789 apical endpoint is (6) reduced reproduction and this could lead to (7) population  2790 effects and, ultimately, (8) ecological effects.  2791 There are two main differences in our conceptual AOP from others  2792 previously discussed.  The first is that this AOP is not developed around CNTs  2793 interacting with a single receptor or binding site.  Instead it’s developed around a  2794 weight of evidence approach using data to determine effects to nutrition, energy,  2795 growth, and molting.  Effects to one of these pathways is not enough to conclude an  2796 adverse outcome, but together the data is evident enough to conclude the effects  2797 cascade will result in the apical endpoint of reduced reproduction and possible  2798 population effects.  2799    The second difference in this conceptual AOP from others is that because it  2800 is not developed around a specific receptor or binding site it can be extrapolated to  2801 many different species of vertebrates or invertebrates because the initiating event is  2802 an impacted gut tract.  The possible down stream effects to populations may occur if  2803 there is significant reduction in reproduction within the exposed population.   2804 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Daphnia magna are important filter feeding organisms within a food chain and are a  2805 valuable food source for fish species.  If this species is significantly reduced whole  2806 ecosystem effects may include algal blooms and reduced food for insectivorous fish.    2807   2808 
CONCLUSIONS  2809 The objectives of this study were to develop an AOP using data from resource  2810 gene transcription to determine an apical endpoint of reduce reproduction.  We  2811 hypothesized that CNT‐clogged gut tracts would lead to reduced food assimilation  2812 and that resource gene transcription in these organisms organisms would be similar  2813 to starved organisms.  Many but not all results support this hypothesis. Proposed  2814 AOP is different than other AOPs that are based on single receptor and specific  2815 binding sites. The weight of evidence of the results of this research is sufficient to  2816 warrant further investigation.  Future research should investigate other indicators  2817 of poor nutrition, reduced energy, reduced growth, and reduced molting to confirm  2818 these pathways and strengthen the AOP.  Furthermore, other inert particles such as  2819 clay and polystyrene beads should be tested to further prove the initiating event is a  2820 physical blockage of the gut.   2821   2822 2823 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 2988   2989 Figure 4. Conceptual flow chart for an adverse outcome pathway for suspended  2990 carbon nanotubes exposed Daphnia magna. (1) Healthy organism ingests (2)  2991 suspended carbon nanotubes that results in (3) impacted gut.  This leads to (4)  2992 decreased food assimilation from physical blockage of the gut that causes (5 A‐D)  2993 poor nutrition (as seen with lipase and chymostrypsin data), energy reduction  2994 (observed with PTM2 and ATP/ADP translocase data), decreased growth (shown in  2995 previous growth data by Edgington et al (2010) [16] and the present studies data on  2996 neuroparsin and epoxide hydrolase transcription, and reduced molt (suggested by  2997 NPC2 and chitinase transcription).  The resulting apical endpoint is (6) reduced  2998 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reproduction that could lead to (7) population effects and ultimately (8) ecological  2999 effects.  3000   3001   3002   3003   3004   3005   3006   3007   3008   3009   3010   3011   3012   3013   3014   3015   3016   3017   3018   3019   3020 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 3021 
Gene Name  Forward Primer  Reverse Primer  Annealing 
Temperature (°C) 
Efficiency (%) Actin   5’‐ccacactgtccccatttatgaag‐3’  5’‐cgcgaccagccaaatcc‐3’  60  96.6 PTM2  5’‐gcagctttgcgattgtacttg‐3’  5’‐acggaacctttgccgattgtgtct‐3’  60  83.3 CHY1  5’ttgttagtggcacagaagcaacgc‐3’  5’‐acggcacttagattgtgagctcct‐3’  60  91.8 ATP/ADP  5’ggatgcatttgtccgcattcccaa‐3’  5’‐ttggcagcaaaccacttccagaac‐3’  60  76.6 Chitinase  5’agatgactacttgggcgtctgcaa‐3’  5’‐tataggtggaggcgttggtgttgt‐3’  60  211.3 Neuroparsin  5’acaggtgtggaggatgttccttga‐3’  5’‐acggttcacaagaatggtgacgga‐3’  60  90.4 Epoxide H.  5’‐gggccaagaaggtattgtggtcaa‐3’  5’‐ggctgattgatgagccatggagat‐3’  60  85.0 NPC2  5’‐attcgttgacacgacaggagcaga‐3’  5’‐ctgttcggcaatgcagcgaatgaa‐3’  60  81.1 Lipase  5’‐acacaagggtcgttggattggaga‐3’  5’‐accttcgattccttcgccagcata‐3’  60  78.2 Table 1.  Primer sequences and annealing temperatures of resource genes.    3022   3023   3024   3025 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 3026 
Material  Zeta Potential (mV) (±  SD)  Length (µm)  Diameter (nm) MWNT  ‐23.4 ± 4.0  10  25 SWNT  ‐19.7 ± 3.66  1‐2  2 Table 2.  Nanotube characteristics.  3027 
  3028 
  3029   3030 
  3031   3032   3033   3034   3035   3036 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 D magna  D magna  D magna  D magna  D magna  D magna  D pulicaria  D pulicaria 





ATP/ADP  ATP/ADP transportation  Induced  Induced *  Induced  Induced  Induced  Induced  NA  NA Chitinase  Chitin metabolism for molt  Induced  Induced  Induced  Induced  Induced  Induced  NA  NA CHY 1  Trypsin family, proteolysis  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  Induced  Induced  Induced  D. Regulated Epoxide  Esterase/lipase family. Metabolizes JH  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated Lipase  Lipid metabolism  Induced  Induced*  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced Neuroparsin  Juvenile Hormone inhibition, reabsorbtion in hind gut 
Induced  Induced  D. Regulated*  Induced  Induced  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated 
NPC2  Involved in molting pathway  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated*  D. Regulated*  Induced  D. Regulated PTM2  PTM production  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  D. Regulated  D. Regulated  Induced  Induced Table 3.  Gene’s function and treatment responses.  D. plucaria data from Dudycha et al (in press) [28]. (*) denotes statistical  3037 significance (p < 0.05).  NA = Not Applicable, D. Regulated = Down Regulated.  3038   3039 
  3040   3041 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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Multi­Walled Nanotube Toxicity 
• The D. magna 96 hr LC50 value of suspended MWNTs was 2 mg/L MWNTs in concentrations of SR‐NOM of 1.75 mg/L to 19 mg/L DOC 
• The D. magna 96 hr LC50 value of suspended MWNTs was 2 mg/L in equal concentrations of SR‐NOM and BR‐NOM (15 mg/L DOC), but 4 mg/L in equal concentrations of ER‐NOM (15 mg/L DOC) 
• Suspended MWNTs caused significant decrease in D. magna growth in all concentrations greater than 0.125 mg/L MWNTs after 96 hr exposure 
• Suspended MWNTs caused similar decreases in C. dubia growth after 7 d exposure  
• Suspedned MWNTs caused significant decreases in C. dubia reproduction in all concentrations greater than 0.25 mg/L MWNTs. 
• Gut elimination studies suggest that MWNTs exposed in ER‐NOM may be eliminated quicker than in the other NOM sources. 
Natural Organic Matter and MWNT Particle Characteristics 
• SUVA values determined that all NOM sources are hydrophobic 
• Fluorescence excitation‐emission matrices determined NOM sources were fulvic‐like, ER‐NOM and BR‐NOM are autochthonous, and SR‐NOM is allochthonous derived. 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• SEM images determined sonication caused some shearing but allowed NOM absorption to MWNTs 
• Absorbtion of NOM to MWNTs was confirmed using IR‐spectroscorpy 
• There were no significant differences of MWNT particle size in NOM sources or concentration. 
• There were no significant differences of MWNT zeta potential in NOM sources or concentration. 
• TEM images of MWNT exposed D. magna suggest there is no particle absorption across the gut tract and that the particles may disaggregate within the gut after ingestion. 
Single­Walled Nanotube Absorption 
• TEM images suggested absorption of NOM and FBS suspended OH‐SWNTs in exposed D. magna. 
• TEM images suggested absorption of NOM suspended PEG‐SWNTs 
• TEM images suggested absorption of NOM suspended PABS‐SWNTs 
• There was no suspected absorption of NOM suspended SiO2‐SWNTs 
• All suspected SWNT absorption was determined to be amorphous carbon or artifacts from staining using HR‐TEM, EDS, EELS, and SAD 
Carbon Nanotube Adverse Outcome Pathway 
• Changes in lipase and chymotrypsin may determine effects to D. 
magna nutrition. 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• Changes in ATP/ADP translocase determined changes in energy and changes to PTM2 suggested changes to digestive process 
• Effects to growth using neuroparsin and epoxide hydrolase transcription were inconclusive.  Juvenile hormone may be a better surrogate to determine growth effects. 
•  NPC2 and chitinase transcription were inconclusive in determing effects to molting.  Molting hormones may be a better surrogate to determine effects to molt. 
• The constructed adverse outcome pathway uses a weight of evidence approach of effects to nutrition, energy reduction, reduced growth, and molting effects to determine the apical endpoint of reduced reproduction. 
  The research in this dissertation examined the effects of CNTs on D. magna and these results will reduce the uncertainty in risk assessment of CNTs.  The acute toxicity data (mortality) suggests there will be effects in cases where large quantities of CNT would be released or spilled.  The amount of CNT that needs to be released to achieve the LC50 value of 2 mg/L over 96 h would be costly to manufactures so these concentrations would most likely only occur during a spill or accidental release. Sublethal endpoints (growth and reproduction) indicate effects when organisms incur chronic exposures that clog gut tracts and impact food assimilation.  This scenario would most likely occur near a CNT manufacturing facility, or a manufacturing facility that uses CNTs in other products, where the 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material may be continually released in wastewater or short‐range air transportation.  The AOP developed from the toxicity and genomics data suggests that CNTs cause a disruption in normal digestion processes that results in reduced nutrition and reduced energy  leading to reduced growth and molting and, ultimately, reduced reproduction.  This information would prove important to risk assessors because the AOP does not rely on a species specific receptor or binding site, instead it suggests any organism that is able to ingest large quantities of CNTs are at risk. While this data proves useful in determining the risk of the aquatic toxicity of suspended CNTs, continued research is essential to completely understanding the risks associated with CNTs.  The potential for CNTs to aggregate and precipitate warrants examination of effects to benthic invertebrate, vertebrate, and microbial communities.  These organisms may also have the potential to ingest CNTs and thus the AOP developed in this research would be applicable.  Furthermore, little is know about the persistence and degradation of CNTs in the environment or within organisms.  As these, and other, mechanisms are determined and added to the AOP risk determination will be more accurate for many different scenarios.        
